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lie purpose cf this study is to present analytic tschri-
gues for developing enlistment standards models which
attempt tc improve upon existing methods. Alterrative
criteria fcr measuring successful operational performance,
and a means cf measuring utility are also provided. Another
purpose cf this stud} is to discover if the Navy's system of
selecting personnel fcr the Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD)
rating may he improved.
Ivc criteria were utilized in developing these models
—
length cf service, aid a composite measure of success that
considers length of service, highest paygrade achieved, and
reenlistaent eligibility. Measures on individual's at the
time cf enlistment are used as predictor and discriminating
variables. Six models are developed and analyzed using
regression and discriminant technigues. Utility analysis is
conducted en each of these models as a means for measuring
their usefulness in ncnetary terms. Recommendations for
future research are also presented.
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I. IN1E0E0CIION
Icr the remainder of this decade and beyond, the Navy is
faced with the difficult problem of attracting an d retaining
sufficient personnel to meet its ever increasing manpower
reguirenents. The fleet is expanding toward 600 ships while
the available manpower pool of 17 to 21 year old men and
women is projected tc decline. Each year, millions of
dollars are spent recruiting, training and maintaining
enlisted personnel. Numerous enlistment standards models
have reer developed tc improve the screening, selection and
assignnent processes for all Navy ratings. Continuing
enlistnert standards research is important since it cay
improve nanpower planning, reduce attrition, enhance job
perf ormance , and lergthen careers. It is through such
research that the ultimate goal of increased readiness at
lower cost nay he realized.
A. fDJfCSE OF ANALYSIS
This study attempts firstly to improve upon the methed-
clogj presently utilized to develop enlistment standards
models. In particular, different technigues for developing
such irodels are presented, along with alternative criteria
for aeasuring successful performance. A means of measuring
the utility, or usefulness, of such efforts is also
provided. £n attempt has been made to present these methods
in a clear manner sc that these researchers who fcllcw nay
more readily understaxd the process. The analysis expands
upon the experience of numerous similar efforts, including
several graduate theses prepared at the Naval Postgraduate
School and many research projects conducted under the
auspices of the Navy Personnel Besearch and Develcpment
Centex (KFErC) and tie Center for Naval Analyses (CNA)
.
lie secondary purpose of this study is to discover if
the selection standards for one particular Navy rating nay
re improved upon by aialyzing data available at the tine of
enlistment. Most predictive models developed to date have
focused en successful completion of technical training
schools, cr on attrition. This study is aligned with a mere
recent analytic trend of attempting to predict successful
cper aticral performance in the fleet. This approach is
considered most appropriate in today's highly technical
Navy. Ihe tremendous cost, in terms of both dollars and
time, associated with trainirg and retaining Navy personnel
demands maximum return on investment. By focusing en opera-
tional success tc develop a larger, more experienced career
force, there exists the potential to reduce the burden of
recruitirg and training new enlistees.
E. BATIKG SELECTED fCB ANAIYSIS
Tc accomplish the above stated purposes, data pertaining
to operational perfcrmance of personnel in the Aviation
Machinist's Mate (51) rating were analyzed. AEs are
aircraft engine mechanics who inspect, adjust, test, repair
and overhaul engines used in all Navy airplanes and heiiccp-
ters . AEs also perform rcutine maintenance, prepare
aircraft for flight, and assist in handling aircraft en the
ground cr aboard ships. They perform maintenance and
servicing on either jet or reciprocating engines, ard on
subsystems such as fuel, oil, induction, compressicn,
combustion, turbine ard exhaust. Other AD functiors include
supervising maintenance, analyzing fuel and oil samples,
keeping records, evaluating engine performance, and main-
taining accessory components, drive systems and gear hexes.
1C
Aviaticn Machinist' s Mates are assigned primarily to
Naval Aviation sguadrons ci to Aircraft Intermediate
fiainterance Departments. These assignments may re either
afloat cr ashore. AIs may also be assigned as instructors
in training activities, and they are eligible to vclunteer
for flight duty as aircrewmen, £Ref- 1]
Eresently, there are over 13,000 men and women assigned
to the AC rating. Sirce ADs are assigned to virtually every
Navy aviation "unit, they represent a vital element in
ensuring a high degree of aircraft readiness is mairtained.
As such, the overall mission effectiveness of Naval Aviation
units is directly linked tc the quality and performance of
members cf the A£ rating.
C. CIGANIZATTON OF 111S STUDY
This chapter has discussed the purpose cf this study,
and described the AD rating and its importance to the Navy.
Ihe next chapter will provide background informaticr on
enlistment standards research, and present in general terms
the evcluticn cf predictor and criterion variables that
emerged during the development of the models contained in
this research. Chapter III describes the data base and AD
data set that provided specific measures of operatioral
performance for analysis and model formulation. Chapter IV
preserts the three statistical analysis techniques employed
in develcping six enlistment standards models. Chapter V
provides the method and results of the utility analysis
conducted on these mcdels. Utility analysis represents a
means by which the usefulness of similar efforts may be
measured. Chapter VI draws conclusions from the analysis
and presents reccmmencations for further research.
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II. SELECTION OF 7ARIAE1ES
Ihis chapter gives a brief description of some cf the
selecticc procedures in use at the time of the data collec-
tion. The results cf previous research on predicting job
performance are reviewed and predictor and criterion vari-
ables "flat have been shown to re useful are identified.
A. SIIECTICN BACKGRCCNC
At the time the data used in this analysis was
collected, the Navy ccnsidered a number of applicant charac-
teristics tc guide selection and classification decisions.
Ihese characteristics included education, high schocl degree
status, age, number of dependents, scores on the 12 Arned
Services Vocational Altitude Eattery (ASVAB) subtests, and
some ccaposite scores. The Armed Forces Qualification lest
(AFQ1) is ere of these composite scores, and an applicant's
score on the AFQ1 depended on the sum of his scores en the
2SVAE suttests Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) , Spatial Perception
<SP) , and Word Knowledge (»R). The AFQT score was reported
as a percentile— a score cf 60 meant that an applicant's
total sccre on the three subtests was higher than the scores
achieved by 79 percert of his peers. The AFQ1 percentile
score was also used tc classify the applicart into cce of
five aental categories or AFQT groups. For example, these
with a score of 90 or tetter were classified in mental group
I, ard those with a score cf 10 or less were classified as
group Vs.
Arcther composite score is the Success Chances of
Recruits Entering the Navy (SC5EEN) score. This sccre is
derived frcm the personal characteristics of age at ertry,
12
years of schooling, whether cr not the applicant had depen-
dents, and AFQT percentile score. This composite score has
teen used ry recruiters since Cctober 1976 in determining an
applicants eligibility to enlist- £Ref- 2]
A final composite score that is used in classifying
recruits to the AD rating is made up of the sum cf the
recruit's standardized scores on the ASVAB subtests
Arithietic Seasoning (AE) , Electronic Information (El) ,
General Science (GS) , and Mathematical Knowledge (MK) . A
minimum sccre of 19C on this composite was necessary for a
recruit to enter the AC rating.
£. EIV1IW CF PBEVIOES MI1I1ABI STUDIES
Studies on predicting military job performance have
mainly concentrated en the sur vivai>ility of recruits through
varicus stages cf their military careers. These staces
include recruit training, Class "A" School, first two vears
cf enlistment and first term of enlistment.
lorie used number of dependents, years of education and
AFQT score to predict the performance of the Electrcric's
lechnician (ETN) and Ship* s Serviceman (SH) ratings. He
found that for the SB. rating, non-higja school graduates with
lower AIQ1 scores were promoted faster than these with
higher scores, although AFQI score had no impact en first
term sirvival. The AFQT score did aid in predicting
advancement and survival for members of the ETN rating.
[Eef. 3] In another study of eight year survival rates,
lurie fcund that education level was the most important
predictor. Interestingly he also found that mental grout I
recruits had the worst record in surviving Class "A" School.
[fief. Jl]
A study on the factors affecting first term s urvival and
retention rehavior cf Machinist's Mates (MM) and Eciler
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lechnicians (BT) was conducted by Fletcher in 197S. He
found that Els with greater than 11 years of education had
greatly improved charces of surviving their first term of
enlistment. For MMs, those in the lowest and highest mental
groups had greater survival probability than others. Por
loth ratings, older men had a higher probability of
survival. In relaticn to reenlistment, those BTs with 12 or
more jears cf education had a lew probability of reenlist-
ment, khile with MMs, having a dependent increased the prob-
ability cf reenlistment. £ Bef . 5]
Studies of military jot performance have also investi-
gated the effect of the relayed Entry Program (DIP) on
survival. Lockman fcund that if recruit quality (as meas-
ured ty 5CEZEN) and training guarantees were controlled for,
those khc were in tie IEP for three or more months had the
highest survival rates £fief- 6 ]- Thomason found that DIP,
age, education, recruit trainicg location, race, number of
dependents, mental gioup and follow on tour assignments had
varying degrees of significance in determining first* term
survivatility £Eef. 7].
Here recent studies have favored the use of multiple,
rather than single measures cf job performance. Ihis is
because it is rare that a single measure adequately ccvers
the full sccpe cf jet performance. One approach has teen to
expand tie survivability criteria to include other measures
cf jel performance, such as eligibility to reenlist and the
achievement of certain paygrades. A continuous criterion is
not availatle under this approach; sailors are either
categcri2ed as a success or as a failure. Nesbitt [Eef. 8]
and Snyder and Berga22i [Bef. 9] defined various degrees of
success cr failure in their studies in an effort to generate
more variability on the criterion.
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C. CB31IB1CN AN! PBIIICTOB VABIABLES
1l aost cases fchen a siigle job performaace measure
(criterion) has been used in previous research, a measuie of
survival has been the overwhelming choice. This is recause
such a criterion is readily measurable, is continuous, and
is of importance to tie Navy since tne costs associated with
attritici and subsequent replacement are considerable.
Cther single criteria have been length of service (10 S) ,
time tc crc notion, highest rank or grade achieved, retention
(as measured by reerlistment choice) , and performance at
Class "A" Schools.
The ccmnon predictors of job performance are education,
cumber of dependents, age, sex, race, ASVAB subtest scores,
AFQT scores, mental group, DEP status, and some "after
accession" variables such as recruit training lecatien,
subsequent dependent status, and initial and follow en duty
assigimerts.
In this study two criteria will be considered. Ihe
first kill be an LC£ criterion and the second will be a
composite criterion where success will te defined as
completing the first term of enlistment, being eligitle for
reenlistnen t, and achieving the paygrade E-4. The candidate
predictor variables will be age at entry, sex, race, entry
paygrade, education, dependent status, term of enlistnert,
ASVAB surtest scores, AEQT scores and the composite sccre to
gualiiy for the AD rating- Ihe specific variables from the
AD data set used for analysis, as well as the evolution of
the data set, are discussed in the next chapter.
III. DATA EASE DEVELOPMENT
Ibis chapter provides information concerning the naster
data iase and the sttset of this master file, the AE data
set, that was used in this study. The generation cf this AD
data set is described in detail, as are the specific
predictor and criterion variables discussed in the previous
chapter.
A. MAS1EB PILE
Erlisted history records en over 206,000 ncn-prior
service sailors Mho entered the Navy during the period 1
September 1976 to .31 December 1978 were compiled by the
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) staff. This naster file
was created by merging data elements from four separate
files: (1) the DMDC Cohort file, which is itself a compila-
tion cf information from DMDC's Enlisted Master Record and
loss files; (2) a Navy Health Research Center (NHEC) file;
(3) a promotion examiration file; and (4) a Chief cf Naval
Educaticr and Training (CNEI) file.
The IKEC Cohort file contains personal and demographic
data or individuals at the time they entered the service.
Additionally, it is updated quarterly by the Military
Personnel Commands with active duty or service separation
inforiaticn as appropriate. This file provided ever 150
varialles to the master file.
The NHEC file contains information on each enlisted
member of tie Navy who has beer or still is en active duty.
It is upcat€d quarterly from Navy Military Personnel Command
(NMPC) charge tape extracts, and follows a service memrer
from date cf enlistmert to date of discharge. The NEfiC file
represents approximately 30 variables in the master file.
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The promotion exaainaticn file includes advancement exam
and prcmcticn data, and the CNET file contains information
en ferial training received by individuals in the data rase.
logetter these files provided over 60 variables to the
master data base.
Ike master file, containing 2k3 variables, is maintained
at tie Naval Postgraduate School. The final update tc the
file includes DMEC data current as of 30 September 1S62, and
KHEC data current as of July 1982. Ihe program tc access
data en tie selected rating is contained in Appendix A.
E. hi IAIA SET
His section describes th€ evolution of the AD data set
that contains the observations and measures analyzed in this
study. The AD data set was derived through a number of
iterative screens, and new variables were created, in crder
to remove aberrant observations and to refine the predictor
and criterion variables pricr^ to statistical analysis. These
iterative steps ultimately reduced the number of cases in
the AD data set frcm 5,562 to 2,820 observations. The
programs used to screen the data and to create new predictor
and criterion variables are cortained in Appendix A. Ihe
logic for these processes is discussed in the remainder of
this chapter.
1 . Scr een s
Since one purpose of this study was tc analyze
Aviaticn Machinist's Eates who had operational experience in
the fleet, the first screen performed on the data was to
select crly those cases whose final DMDC rate (DMiCflMI) *
appeared in the last master file update as ADs. This means
f Tie actual variable name associated with tha comment isprovided in parentheses throughout the remainder cf this
chapter.
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they were working ii the AD rating at either the time of
their separation frcm the service, or at the time ci the
last file update ii they were still on active duty. This
screen allowed for people to migrate into the AD rating
while ensuring that those cases who left for another rating
were excluded frcm tie analysis.
3he cases were next screened for ADs with re trier
Navy service (PRIORSR v) . In addition, individuals whe may
have charged their sccial security number (SSHCBNGIJ were
removed frcn the sanjle. These screens ensured that no
observations were cccrted mere than once in the analysis.
Ihe observations in the AD data were then screened
to select only those people who were tested on ASVAE lorms
5, 6, or 7 (TESTEORW) at enlistment. These test forms were
in use during the period in which the individuals in the
data set enlisted. Also, these cases whose subtest scores
(ASVAEs) were impossibly high were eliminated from the data
set.
Ivc other screens here conducted to capture those
cbservations whe enlisted in either the Regular Navy or
Naval Reserve (SERVACCS) , and who were known to have signed
up for at least four }ears act ive service (RECENIST) . It is
worth icting that dtring model development, the tern of
enlistment measure (1ERHENLT) was consistently significant,
hut with a negative value for the parameter estimate. This
indicated that those individuals who enlisted for longer
obligated service actually served less time than these who
signed uc for shortei terms of enlistment. The parameter
estimate fcr term of enlistment changed to a positive value
when the RECEN1ST screen was implemented. Apparently, by
screening fcr four year active duty obligors, the data set
then excluded those rese rvi st s who were reguired to serve
only three years of their six year obligation on active
duty. Fcr these observations, a six year term of enlistment
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«as an erroneous value for tie TEfiMENLT variable. Ihis
important discovery reveals a probable flaw in earlier
similar enlistmert standards analytic efforts.
Another screen facilitated inclusion of those cases
for which ttere was clear indication of their eligibility to
reenlist (ELGRE0P1 cr ELGBE0P3) . The final screer in
setting up the AD data set included cnly those separated
individuals who could be easily identified by "cccd" or
"bad" irterservice separation codes (ISC) . Observations
sith separation codes in the "grey" area {death, hardship
discharge, entry intc officer programs, or medical disquali-
fication) were removed from the data set since it was felt a
legitinate deter ulna ticn of their success or failure could
rot re made.
Eaving incorporated these screens, frequency distri-
tuticr analysis facilitated the removal of aberrant or
impossible cases. lor example, the maximum length of
service retween 1 September 1S76 and 30 September 1982, the
period of the data rase, was 12 months. Cases who were
listed as having greater than 72 months LOS were reaoved
from the data set.
2 . Cre ate d Variables
Ihis discussion identifies the variables created in
addition to those already in the master data base. Creating
these variables facilitated more detailed analysis of crser-
vaticns in the AD data set, and enhanced the enlistment
standards model development process. The following ccnirents
will also address the reasons for selecting some variables
and net ethers.
a. Predictor Variables
There were several ways that individuals ir the
master data base might appear in the AD rating during their
1S
career. They may have enlisted in a program to become an
AD, taken the AD rating exam, and/or achieved the AC rating
through en the job training- To distinguish between the
varicts combinations of these processes, an entry group
variable (EKTEYGEJ?) was created. Frequency analysis cf this
new variable ccnfirned that the final DMCC rate cf AD
screened and selected only those cases who actually ended up
as AEs. An effort was made to develop models for varicus
combinations of these entry groups during stepwise regres-
sion analysis. However, the derived models were not signif-
icant, and they did not improve upon the models ultimately
selected for analysis.
A common predictor variable in enlistment stan-
dards models is cne dealing with education. The measure in
the master data base reflecting education level (HYEC) was
converted frcm a gualitative value to a continuous variable
(CHYEC) to facilitate statistical analysis. In addition, a
dichctcncus (0,1) variable was created to reflect attainment
cf a high school degree (HSDG). During stepwise analysis,
which is discussed in the next chapter, each of these two
new variables was offered separately as a candidate
predictor variable. In nearly every instance, KSCG was
shown tc be more significant than CHYEC.
Other coancn predictor variables which measure
entry-level attributes are ASVAB subtest scores. lo allow
the use cf these measures of individual characteristics, the
scores were standardized, and the created variables
(SASVAEs) were considered during model development. As
mentioned in Chapter 11, standardized ASVAB subtest scores
are used in varicus ccmbinations as composite measures. Cne
cf these composite variables is AFQT percentile (&IQ1ECN3)
,
which also yields AF£3 groups (AF^TGRPS) . Another composite
is the sccre used to determine eligibility for the AD
ratine. Two variables were created in the AD data set to
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identify this latter composite measure. The first variable
created (AECOMPOS) was a continuous variable which had a
value egual to the sum of the four ASVAB standardized
subtest secies that make up the composite. The second vari-
able created (ADMINSCR) was a dichotomous variable which
distirguished those ALCOHSOS values greater than or egual to
190 ficm these AECOMICS values less than 190. Each, time cne
cf these fcur composite measures was offered as a candidate
predictor variable during regression model development,
three separate trials were rue. One trial contained the
composite measure and all 12 SASVAB variables. Another
trial cortained the composite variable and only these S3SVAB
variables that did net make up the composite variable. The
third trial contained only the composite measure viith no
5ASVAE variables. Additionally, the trials contained eitrer
AFQIPCKT or AFQTGRPS, and either ADCOMPOS or ADillNSCB. Ihe
purpose ci this iterative process was to ensure multicclli-
nearity effects were minimized among the independent vari-
ables. During the development of the regression models,
AFQTJCNT and AE&INSCB were censistently shown tc be mere
significant than AFQ3GRPS and ADCOMPOS respectively. for
this reason, they *ere included among the final candidate
predictor variables csed in stepwise regression analysis.
Another predictor variable commonly ccrsidered
by enlistment standards research deals with marital status
and dependents. The master file contains a qualitative
variable (MBTLDPND) fchich reflects marital status and number
of dependents. This study created a dichotomous variable
(DEPFKETS) which distinguishes single individuals frcm these
iiho are married and/cr who have children. Again an itera-
tive process revealed this created variable to consistently
be mere significant.
The effects of race and sex were also considered
in the analysis by creating new variables. The best
variable in the master file to indicate race aDd ethnic
status identified categories cf whites, blacks and ethers
(RACE). Since this variable was qualitative, three dummy
variatles were created (WHITE, BLACK, and OTHER) . Tc allow
analysis of the effects of sex, the master file variable
(SEX) was converted tc a "0,1" variable (NUSEX) .
Several ether predictor variables were ccrsid-
ered and tested for significance and possible inclusicn in
the final set cf caididate predictor variables prior to
developing the regression models. Age at enlistment
(ENTSiAGE), enlistnent paygrade (ENTRPAYG) and term of
enlistment (TERMENIT) were among those selected. Many vari-
ables were rejected because other measures were tetter able
to capture the desired effects. One particular variable
which did not show to be significant was the cempesite
SCREEK variable (SCREEN) discussed in Chapter II. This may
be because the compenents cf the SCREEN variable are indi-
vidually mere appropriate for analysis, particularly wien
the enphasis is en predicting operational performance in the
fleet. Sinilar results were cited by HcGarvey [fief. 10]-
The final set of predictor variables created in
the AI data set are interaction terms. These variables
represent all twc-level interactions of the seven variables
that net the specified significance level during stepwise
regressicn analysis. The development cf these variatles is
discussed in more detail in Chapter IV.
t. Criterion Variables
As discussed in Chapter II, this study used two
criterion variables when develcping the six models— length
cf service measures and success measures. Tne length of
service measure for regressicn models is a ccntinuous vari-
able (3AIMS1), and icr discriminant models is a dichctcmcus
^
variarle (5ECCTAE). 2 5UCCTAE J«as assigned a value cf •one 1
if tte value or TAIKS1 was greater than or egual tc 48
months, or if the value of TAEMS1 was greater tnan cr egual
to 45 ccEths and the individual entered the Navy in Cctcter,
Kovemrer cr December 1978 (IATEEN1T) . This was done to
ensure those cases wic did not have the opportun it y tc serve
48 mcnths were net injrcperly classified as failures.
Individuals were considered as successes, for
purposes of this analysis, if they served 48 mcEths cr
longer, achieved paygrade E-4, and were recommended for
reenlis tment. Again, observations who did not have the
epportcnity to serve 48 menths were also coEsidered
successful on the ICS portion of this criterion if they
served at least 45 mcrths. The success criterion variable
(SUCCESE2) captures these measures by considering SUCC1AF
and twe ether created variables (SUCCPAYG and SUCCBEUP)
.
SUCCPAYG identifies those cases who achieved E-4
as measured by two created variables (PAYGEADE and NUBYIAY) .
PAYGFAEE was created from cne of two DMDC variables
<PAYGEEE1 cr PAYGEDE3) that measure an individual's paygrade
at the last file update or upen discharge frcn the service,
as appropriate. NOEIPAY was created by converting an NBBC
variable (HSPAYGED) from a categorical to a numeric vari-
able. Dsing both DMIC and NHBC measures of paygrade ensured
correct classif icaticn of an individual on this pcrticn of
the criterion.
SUCCEEUP, the eligibility to reenlist pcrticn cf
the success criterion, was derived from the DMDC variatle
(ELGEEUE1) that captured the reenlistment code assigned u;on
an individual's discharge frcm the service. Service members
en active duty as cf the last master file update were
considered eligible tc reenlist, as long as there kas no
2 Iiscriminant analysis requires the use of categorical
vice continuous vanailes as classification variables.
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ether iri or nation tc the contrary. The next chapter will
discuss how the information contained in the AD data set was




Ihree distinct statistical methods were employed in this
research: Descriptive Analysis, Regression Analysis and
Eiscrinirant Analysis. All methods used Statistical
Analysis System (SAS) procedures to analyze the data and
develop the models. Table I contains a list cf the 46
candidate jredictor/discrininating variables used in this
study. In all, six sets of variables emerged, and each set
was aralyzed using bcth regression and discriminant techni-
ques for comparison. These six sets of predictor/
discriminating variables are shown in Table II, alcng with
the appropriate criterion/classification variable. Each
method, along with the results, are discussed in the
following sections cf this chapter. It is worth ncting
that, while the results may net represent a marked improve-
ment ever the selection process in use when individuals in
the data set enlisted, the methodology presented may be
applied to further analysis of the AD rating or to any ether
rating in tie Navy.
A. EISCEIfTIVE AJiAllSIS
Descriptive analysis was accomplished through review of
freguency distributions, summary statistics and multivariate
correlations.
1. fre quency Anal ysis
Ireguency distributions are summary tables in which
data are grouped or arranged into conveniently established
numerically ordered classes or categories. The process of




AFC.1FCNT AFQT PERCENTILE (CR EQUIVALENT)
AJQIGBES AFQT C-FCUPS i 5 , 4C , 43 , 4 A, 3B, 3 A, 2. 1)
ENIFYAGE AGE OJ INDIVIDUAL AT TIME Of ENTRY
TEEMENLT TEEM CI ENLISTMENT (NO. OF YEAES)
ESDG HIGH-SCHOOL GEADUATEM) V. OTHEE (0)
"!S (0) ,
EK1FFA1G ENTRY FAYGBAIE (E0— 011)
i:
EI
DEFFND1S SINGLE, NO DEPENDENT 7 , CTHEEWISE (1)
CEYIC CCNVEF1ED NUEEEF OF YEAES OF EDUCATION
EASVAEGI STANDAFDIZED SCCEE - GENERAL INFOBMATICN
SAST/AENO STANDAFDIZED SCCEE -NUMERICAL CPEBA1ICNS
SASVAEAD STANDAFDIZED SCCEE - ATTENTION TO DETAI1
SASVAEWK STANDARDIZED SCCEE - WORD KNOWLEDGE
SASVAEAE STANDAFDIZED SCCEE -ARITHMETIC REASONING
SASTiAESP S1ANDAFDIZED SCCBE - SPACE PERCEPTION
SASVAE£K S1ANDAFDIZED SCCRE - MATH KNOWLEDGE
SASVAEEI STANDARDIZED SCCEE - ELECTRONIC INFO
EASVAEMC STANDAFDIZED SCCEE - MECH COMPEEHE NSICN
SASVAEGS STANDARDIZED SCCEE - GENEEAL SCIENCE
SASHAESI S1ANDAFDIZED SCCEE - SHOP INFORMATION
SASVAEAI STANDARDIZED SCCRE - AUTO INFORMATION
EIACK (1) B1ACK, EISE (0)
CTEEE (1) NEITHER EIACK NOR WHITE, ELSE (0)
KGSEX (1) £A1E, (0) FEMALE
AECCMPCS AD AS^AB COMPOSITE
ADMJNSCR AD ASVAB COMPOSITE SCREEN
IN1EE01 DEPENE1S * HSDG
1N1ER02 DEPEND1S * BIACK
1N1EE03 DEPEND1S * NDSEX
IN1EEC4 DEPEND1S * TEEMENIT
INIER05 DEPENE3S * SASVABAI
3N1EEC6 DEPENI1S * ADMINSCE
LN1EEC7 HSDG * BLACK
3NTEF08 HSDG * NUSEX
INTEECS HSDG * TEEMENLT
1NTEE1C HSDG * SASVAEAI
INTEE11 HSDG * ADMINSCE
IN1ER12 BLACK * NUSEX
3NIEE13 BLACK * TEEMENLI
INTEE14 B1ACK * SASVAEAI
IN1IR15 BIACK * ADMINSCF
3N1EE16 NUSEX * TEEMENLT
INTEB17 NUSEX * SASVAEAI
3NIER18 NUSEX * ADMINSCF
IN1EE19 TERMEMT * SASVABAI
IMIEE2Q 1EEMEMT * ADM1KSCR
IN1ER21 SASVAEAI * ADMINSCfi
meaningful. In this study, frequency analysis wis performed
to provide counts and percentage distributees of iEdivid-
uals in the samtle, and to illustrate tie range of the
predictor and criterion variables. This information
provided a tase upor which to screen aberrant observations
and tc compare the results of this study. Frequency distri-




Model Predictors/ Eegression Discc iminant
Discriminating Criterion Classification
Variables Variable Variable





































Note: Variable sets A, E, E and E resulted from
stepwise regression techniques. Ihe var-
iable sets C and E resulted from stepwise
discrininart techniques.





like frequency distributions, descripti ve summary
statistics are useful for analyzing and interpreting quanti-
tative data. These summary statistics represent properties
cf location, dispersion and shape, and may be used to
extract and summarize features of the data set.
Eepresentative summary statistics for variables in the AD




VAEIAZLE MEAK S1ANDAED MINI HUM KAXIMCM
DEVIAIION VALUE VALUE
klQIICHil 43.4$ 20.50 6. 00 99. OC
1AJMS 1 49.22 9.44 2.00 72. OC
EH1B1.&GI 18.85 1.82 17.00 30. OC
SASVAEGI 49.91 7.71 20.00 66. OC
SASVAINC 50.43 7.80 23.00 69.00
SASVAEAE 50.3 4 9.28 20.00 80. OC
SA5VAINK 48. 2C 7.51 3 0.00 64.00
SAEVAEAE 48.9 2 6.98 29. 00 65. OC
SiSVAESF 49. 12 8.39 21.00 66. OC
SASVAEEK 50.4 6 7.01 26.00 67. CC
SiSVAEEI 51.04 6. 98 20.00 68.00
SAEVAEMC 50.08 8.24 25.00 71. OC
SASVAIGS 49.57 7. 14 24.00 7C.0C
SASVAESI 50. 9 C 8.48 20.00 65. OC
SA5VAEAI 51. 16 9.51 26.00 67.00
CE1EC 11.79 0.73 3.50 16. OC
AECCMECS 199.99 19. 19 99.00 264.00
-• Multivariate Correlation Ana.lysis
- _ _ _
Measuring the strength of the relationship tetween
variatles may be acccnplished ty correlation analysis. This
technigue erables one to gain an idea of the degree of asso-
ciation or covariation that a variable has with arctter
variable. The summary measure that expresses the extent of
this relationship is the coefficient of correlation, r,
fchose values range ficm -1 for perfect negative correlation
to +1 for perfect positive correlation. Values close to
zero indicate little systematic covariation between two
variables. Correlation coefficients for quantitative vari-
abiles used in this study are contained in Appendix E.
Assessing the strength of association between vari-
ables does not allow a researcher to predict the value of
one variable from the value of another variable. The latter
involves regression techniques, and is presented in the next
secticn of this study.
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E. BJGRISS10N ANALYSIS
Regression analysis is cue method used tD develop a
statistical model that can predict the values of a dependent
cr resxcnse variable based on the values of independent or
explanatory variables. Rather than merely measuring the
association between variables with correlation analysis, a
regressicn model attenpts to predict or explain- the value of
the critericn variable by developing an eguation that is
based en weighted values of one cr more predictor variafles.
In developing the selection models in this study, the
process employed was to first apply a variable "search"
procedure called stepwise regression. The resultant models
were then aralyzed tj simple regression analysis, and vali-
dated acainst a hcld-cut sample of the data set. Ihe
details of this process, the specific models derived, and
results of the analysis are reported in the following
sections. Ap>pendix C contains a discussion of regression
analysis assumptions and methodology.
1 • Stepwise Regression
Cne of the desired characteristics of i regression
model is parsimony, which means including the least numter
of explanatory variables that permit adeguate interpretation
of the dependent variable of interest. Such models are
easier tc interpret aid are not as likely to be affected by
uulticcl linearity 3 picblems. In developing the nodels for
this study, stepwise regressicn procedures were employed to
find a "best" combiration of predictor variables, thereby
avoiding the computationally complex and costly process of
examining all possible regressions.
3 £ulticcliinearity refers to the condition in which seme
of the independent variables are highly correlated with each
ether. When multicollinearity is present, the values of the
regressicn coefficients for the correlated variables may
fluctuate dramaticallj.
2S
In this stud}, two sets of candidate pred ictcr vari-
ables were analyzed kith the stepwise procedure. The first
set included those entry-level attributes and measures that
were considered lively tc re good predictors cf each
criterion, rased on a review of similar enlistment standards
studies. As discussed in Chapter II, these variables
included individual acd demographic measures such as mental
ability, anount of education, entry age, entry paygrade,
narital status, AFQT percentile, and ASVAB scores. Tarle IV
provides a list of the 18 candidate variables from the AD
data set that were used in the stepwise procedure.
The second set of candidate predictor variables
included the seven variables from the first set that met the
specified significance level for inclusion in the stepwise
model. In addition, this set included all two-level inter-
actions* of these seven variables. Inclusion of interaction
terms in this study represents a marked departure from
previous enlistment standards research. The results cf this
analysis clearly irdicate the presence cf interaction
effects ancng predictor variables. The seven predictor
variables and 2 1 interaction terms used in the stepwise
analysis are alsc contained in Table IV.
Csing these two sets of candidate predictor vari-
ables, the stepwise procedure was run on each of the two
criterion variables, IAPMS1 and SUCCESS2, which were defined
in Chapter III. The resulting four models were developed
from a uiifcrm random split, the derivation sample, cf 1440
observations in the AD data set. This derivation sample
constituted approximately half of the 2820 total cases in
the AI data set. So doing facilitated cross-validation of
An interaction involves the product of two or mere
independent variables, and is incluaed in a regression model
when the relationship between one independent variarle and
the dependent variarle changes for differing values of
another independent variable £Bef. 11]-
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TABLE IV
Predictors in Stepwise Regressions
"Variable Label
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tie mcdels against a told-out sample, the validation sanple,
whose characteristics would not influence the crigiial
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development of the ircdels. The predictor variables tiat
remaired in the model at the termination of the stepwise
procedure were significant at £ < -10, and most variables
were significant at p < .05- The four models themselves
were significant at p < -00C1.
2 . M ultip le Regress ion
The four models developed by the stepwise ^recess
were rest analyzed ising the SAS Regression procedure to
describe the particular straight line model that test fit
the data. Table V contains the printed output frcm the SAS
Regression procedure that was run on each of the four
models. for comparative purposes, two models developed by
discriainant analysis technigues, discussed in the next
section of this chapter, are also shown in table V. The SAS
User
I
s Guide provides a detailed description of the statis-
tics that are included in the tables, as well as their
method of computation £Ref- 12]. It can be seen that Model
B with tie highest R-SQUARE and all variables statistically
significant, is the preferred regression model.
Ihe proportion of variation in the criterion vari-
able explained by the set of predictor variables selected is
called tie coefficient of multiple determination, and is
denoted R-S£UARE. The values of R-SQUARE for the models
developed in this study are relatively low. This may be
partially attributable to the large number of observations
in the AT cata set. However, it is also likely that the
variation of the criterion variable, length of service or
success as defined in this study, is also due to factors not
captured by the entry-level attributes and measures used as
predictor variables. These factors, which affect an indi-
vidual's performance and decision to remain in the service,
present themselves subsequent to enlistment. They may








IEP INDTS 2.841 0.0636
3EBMEN1T 3.639 0.0001
AEH1NSCB -1.20 7 0.0260
ESLG 1.807 0.0036
C1EEB 2.254 0.0294
NESEX 4. 171 0.0079
HACK 1.729 0.0131









1N1EE08 2. 137 0.0004
SASVABWK -0. 101 0.0022
EMfPAlG 0-416 0.3685
IN1EBCEPT 0.535 0.0002
IEPINDTS 0. 172 0.0131
1EEMENLT 0.053 0.0549











CIEEB 0. 101 0.0297
SASVABEI 0.006 0-0022
5AST/ABSI 0.002 0-1456
CHYEC -0.033 0.1 138
1EQ1GBPS -0.027 0.0092











lccati.CE of duty assignment, ccmmand climate, a nit eiitlcy-
nent, change in marital status, societal values and pres-
sures, and educaticial and economic opportunities cutside
the nilitaiy. These factors or measures are pest hoc
consideratiens that aie not available when screening candi-
dates for enlistment and initial rating assignment. They
q i
are issues that are appropriate for more sophisticated meth-
odologies, for example, covariance structure analysis which
can treat complicated enlistment standards models as a
series of simultaneocs equations that capture performance as
a "multijle-stage" piccess occurring throughout an individu-
al's ailitary career- [fief- 10]
•
-3 • Validation
The results cf the regression procedure were next
validated against the hold-cut sample. Each of the regres-
sion models was derived frcm a uniform random sample, the
derivatici sample, cf the observations in the AD data set.
Ihe SAS Begressicn procedure was employed to calculate the
parameter estimates icr the associated predictor variables
using data from observations in this derivation sample. Ihe
SAS Score procedure then used these estimates to predict the
value cf the critericr variable for each observation ir the
validaticr sample. finally, these predicted values were
correlated with the actual values of the criterion in the
validation sample. These correlations represent the valida-
tion coefficients fcr each model, and are shown in Table VI.
TABU VI
Begression Model Validities








Ncte: The First Validity Coefficient is the cesult cf
tie cress- validation, and the Second Validity
Coefficient results from the doufcle cross-









As a further check cf the validity of the six
regressicn models, the process was repeated by deriving
parameter estimates from the validation sample, and using
these estimates to correlate the actual and predicted values
cf the criterion for observations in the derivation sample.
Ihis dottle cross-validation technique is descrited in
detail by Campbell £Bef«, 13]- Table VI also contains this
second set cf validity coefficients for the six models.
Occasionally , concern is expressed that random
samples nay not be from a homogeneous population, and,
therefore, the sample correlations may differ from the popu-
lation correlations. One method of addressing the problem
cf heterogereous samples is to average the correlation coef-
ficients to obtain a single estimate of the population
correlation. If the sample correlations are of arcut the
same value and if they are not too large, as is the case
with this study, this simple arithmetic mean will suffice,
fcere this not the case, however, another technique is to use
transfcreations to Fisher's z coefficients. [Eef. 14] Ihe
simple arithmetic average correlations are also presented in
lable VI. Appendix C contains the program used to calculate
validity coefficients.
C. EISCEIHJMAHT ANAIiSIS
Ihe third statistical method employed in this research
was discriminant analysis. Ihe use of discriminant analysis
allows ctservaticns to be classified into two or more groups
or categories on the rasis of one or more numerrc variatles.
As was done with regression analysis, the discriminant
models were derived aid analyzed from the derivation sample
of the data set, and tested against the hold-out sample of
observations. Variables in the model were again selected
using stepwise techniques. Ihe resulting two models, and
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the fcur models developed by regression analysis, were then
analyzed using the SA£ Discriminant procedure. Ihe program
used in this analysis is contained in Appendix D, alcng with
a discussion of discriminant analysis assumptions and
methodology
.
1 • Step wise Discri mina nt Analysi s
Ihe SkS Stepwise Discriminant procedure was employed
to select the most useful discriminating variables. It is a
logical and efficient method of choosing an optimal ccmrira-
tion cf variables. Their selection to enter or leave the
model is tased on either the significance level of an E test
cr a squared partial ccrrelaticn criterion. The selected
variables are those khich contribute most to the discrinira-
tory power cf the model. £Bef- 12]
Ihe variables chosen ty the stepwise discriminant
process kere selected from the 46 candidate variables shewn
previously in Tatle 1. Ihe entry-level attributes and meas-
ures that were considered likely to be good predictors, as
discussed in Chapter II, represent 25 of these candidate
variailes. The other 21 variables are the two- level inter-
acticr terms considered during regression analysis of the AD
cata set. The procedure was run on each of the two
criterion variables, SUCCIAF and SUCCESS2, discussed in
Chapter III. The criterion variables define the groups irto
which each observation will he classified ty discriminant
analysis, and are called classification variables.
2 • Discriminant An aly sis
As previously mentioned, discriminant analysis
involves the study cf differences between two cr mere
groups, defined by a single nominal level variable, with a
set cf common discriminating variables.
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Ihe SAS Discriminant Analysis procedure provided the
means ior conducting discr iminant analysis of the AD data
set. The procedure *as run on each of the six models devel-
oped ty stepwise regression and stepwise discriminant
processes. Each ctservaticn is placed in the class from
which it has the snallest generalized sguared distance.
Also taken into account were the prior probabilities of
group menbership. Uhese probabilities are obtained from a
ireguencv distributicr of actual successes and failures of
the saiicle data set. This was considered appropriate since
this study is attempting to improve upon the selection
process in use at tie time the individuals enlisted.
Halle VII contains the results of discriminant anal-
ysis. Each procedure incorporated the prior probability of
group menbership, indicated en the classification matrix as
IBI0E5. Ihe classification matrix is divided into fcur
elements which depict the number of actual (row) versus
predicted (column) classifications into successful (1) or
failure (0) groups. The fcur elements (actual, predicted)
in the matrix are;
(0,C) Ihe number of failure cases predicted to be
failures
(1,C) Ihe number of successful cases predicted tc
te failures
(0 # 1) Ihe number of failure cases predicted tc te
successful
(1,1) Ihe number of successful cases predicted tc
te successful
Each section first certains the classification matrix devel-
oped ty applying the classification function to the deriva-
tion sample. The second classification matrix depicts the
results of applying this same classification function to
observations in the hcld-out sample, thereby validating the
model.
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lie table also shows two rates relevant tc each
classification matrix. The first rate is the percentage of
correct classifications/ called the "hit rate", which
provides a measure cf the accuracy of the discriminant
model. lhe second rate is the percentage of enlistees who
were classified as (1,1) compared to all cases who were
predicted as successful. It is called the "success rate",
and it provides a measure of how well this selection model
would have performed. It may be compared to the original
selection strategy success rate, the priors. Success rate
is an important consideration with utility analysis, and
will be addressed further in Chapter V. As with regression
analysis, Eodel B is again the preferred model since it is
the crly one that inproves upon the selection strategy in
existence during the timeframe of the AC data set.
3c illustrate how the results may be interpreted, an
example cf the classification matrices for Model A will be
explained. The model correctly classified 49 observations
as failures and 1079 observations as successful. The sum of
these correct classifications represents 73 percent cf the
total cf 1440 observations in the derivation sample. To
test the model's accuracy, the classification function is
applied to the validation sample. The second classification
matrix indicates 47 failure and 1039 successful observations
were correctly classified. The sum represents a hit-rate of
79 percent cf the total of 1380 observations in the hcld-cut
sample. The consistency of these hit-rates indicates the
model is valid. The model tetters the 85 percent success
rate experienced by the Navy with the selection process used
at the time the observations enlisted.
However, it is difficult to significantly improve
upon such a high success rate. Additional entry-level
attributes and neasures might be found tc better capture
success as defined in this study. An alternate approach
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would re to redefine the success criterion. In either case,
however, tie methodclogy presented in this chapter may be
similarly followed tc develop and test enlistment standards
models. lie next chapter will discuss a method by which the
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lotal 2C5 1 175 1380
0.15 0.85 Predicted 0.85 0.85
SCCC1AF
1 lotal
Actual 1 209 210
SUCC1AF
1 2 1228 1230






1 1 1196 11S7
lotal 1 1379 1380
40
Model friers Classiiication Matrix 1 it Success
C 1 Rate Eat*
C 0.15 C.85 Predicted 0.83 0-86
SOCCTAf
1 Total
Actual 15 195 210
SUCC1AI
1 46 1184 1230








Total 70 1310 1380
0.23 C.77 Predicted D.36 0.86
SDCCESS2
1 Total
Actual 3C2 35 337
SUCC1SS2
1 889 214 1103




Actual 277 41 318
SUCCISS2
1 650 212 1062
lotal 1127 253 1380
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ficdel Pricrs Classification aatnx Hit Success
C 1 Eate Eate
E 0.23 C.77 Predicted 0.70 0.7S
S0CCESS2
1 Total
Actual S5 242 337
£UCCI£S2
1 187 916 1103
Total 262 1158 1440
Predicted 3 .72 0.7S
S0CCESS2
C 1 Total
Actual 112 206 318
SUCCISS2
1 174 888 1062
Total 286 1094 1330


























Total 809 571 1380
1. DTILIiy ANALYSIS
Ihis chapter contains an explanation of tae applica-
bility cf utility analysis to the development of selection
procedures, and discusses the theory of utility analysis.
3he metlcdclogy used in this study to apply utility analysis
is described, alcng sith secticns on the calculation cf cell
pro! alii ties for regression and discriminant models, and a
section en estimating cell utilities. More detail en the
calculations and programs used for utility analysis may he
found in Appendix E.
A- EEJfCSE OF UIILIIY ANALYSIS
lie development cf a model for use in predicting an
applicant's future performance in a particular jot is a very
necessary part cf most selection procedures. However, the
model itself does net constitute enough information to
enatle a decision to he made en whether or not it is worth
implementing. The validity of the model is one indicator cf
its pctential usefulness but, as will be seen, other factors
significantly affect the usefulness of a model. All organi-
zations would find it valuatle to be able to judge the worth
cf their strategy in guantitative terms, particularly wlen
comparing their existing strategy to a newly developed,
competing strategy. A framework is needed which will allow
the evaluation of a selection model in terms cf the institu-
tional gains (or losses) that are expected to result when
that ncdel is used to guide decisions on selection.
Classical utility analysis provides such a framework, ard it
allows the calculaticr of usefulness to be made in terms of
actual dcllars, which facilitates the comparison cf cne
selection model with ancthen.
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E- IEF.CEY CF UTILITY ANALYSIS
In the context cf utility analysis, thee e axe fcux
cutccces cf interest associated with selection decisioxs.
Ihese cutcciies axe:
* Valid Positives (VP) , which refexs to the numxer
ci applicants that axe hixed and who turn cut tc
xe successful en the jot.
* Ijlse Positives (FP) , which xef exs to the numxex
cf applicants that axe hixed and who tuxn cut to
xe unsuccessful on the jet.
*
.false Negatives (FN) axe the people who wa xe not
hixed, hut wlc would have been successful if
ttey had teen tixed.
* Valid Negatives (VN) axe the people that were
net hired, and who would have been unsuccessful
if tley had teen hired.
It is ctvicus from tie texminclcgy and the explanations that
VP and VN constitute correct selection decisions, and FP and
FN represent selecticx exxox.
Itese outcomes aie pexhaps easier to undexstand with the
aid of a diagxam. Ficuxe 5.1 shews the xelationship hetween
hypothetical predicted (fro n a model) and actual scores on a
job pexfcxnance cxitexion fox a laxge nuinbex cf jot
applicants.
The ellipse contains the data on pxedicted and actual
cxiteiiox scores. Ix this diagrammatic example, the ccrxe-
laticx hetween the pxedicted and actual scoxes (the model's
validity) is apparent—higher predicted scoxes axe associ-
ated kith higher actual scoxes and vice vexsa. The point y_
en the vextical axis is the dividing line between what is
considexed to be successful pexf oxmance (say completion cf
48 months cf service for first term enlistees), and unsuc-















Figure 5.1 Hypothetical Predicted and Actual Sccres
discharge) . Id utility analysis the term base rate is
defired as that proportion of current employees whc are
considered to re successful. If seven out of everj ten
emplcjees are successful, then the base rate is .70. Ihe
point x en the horizcntal axis is referred to as the cut
jco r e . If an applicant's predicted score (from the mcdel)
is greater thau x, then that person will be accepted
(hired), ard if their predicted score is less than x, then
they will be rejected (not hired) . Ihe location cf x ce the
horizontal axis will cften depend on the selection ratio,
which is the proportion cf applicants that need tc be
accepted in order tc fill a certain number of jchs. If,
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ever tie course cf cue year, 80 job vacancies are expected
to occur and if 100 a^plicacts over the year are expected to
apply for those jobs, then the selection ratio needs to he
.80 if all vacancies are to he filled. In the happy circum-
stance (from the recruiters pcint of view) where there are
far acre applicants than jots, then the cut score x will he
chosen sc as to naxinize the utility cf the selecticr proce-
dure. 'Utility is defined here to mean the expected gain in
dollars that results from a particular selection strategy.
The lines generated from the rase rate and the cut sccre
divide the sample into four cells as shown. Each cell
contains the people who are classified into each of the fcur
cutccjies cf interest. In cells 1 and 2 are people whese
predicted score is higher than the cut score. Therefore
these people would be classified as accept. These accepted
people (the positives) are further divided into these who
would he successful (valid positives) and those who wculd be
unsuccessful (false jesitives) . Cells 3 and 4 contain the
people wtc scored lower than the cut score en the predictor,
and these wculd be classified as reject. Again, scire of
these rejected cases would have been successful (false
negatives), and soae would have failed (valid negatives).
In utility analysis it is convenient to convert the cell
counts (represented ty VP, IP, FN and VN) to propcrticrs of
the overall sample, so each ccunt is divided by the rumter
cf pec^le in the sanple and the cell probabilities (PvP,
PFP, PFN and PVN respectively) result.
Cne further result of interest is the success rate. The
success rate is defined as the proportion of hired appli-
cants whe are, or will be, successful. It is simply fcurd by
dividing PVP by the sum of PVP and PFP.
Giver the concepts and terminology outlined above, it is
now pcssitle to discuss in general terms the factors that




Ihe model's validity, as measured by the correlation
between tredicted and actual scores, is one factor that
determines the degree of selection error resulting from the
selection strategy- If the validity is high, then the
proportions of correctly classified people (PVP and PVN)
will le higher, and the selection error (PFP and PFN) will
re loser. Vineberg and Joyner in their review of almost 150
nilitary studies related to job performance prediction,
found that validities range from -15 to .40, from a total of
350 vaiidity coefficients £Bef. 15]. Generally, validities
withir this range would he considered as low or medium.
2. Ease Rate
If the existing base rate is high (say .70 or
greater), then it means that whatever selection strategy is
currently in use has a high rate of success in identifying
potentially successiul applicants. Under these circum-
stances, it is unJi.kely that using a new model in the
staffing process would yield much of an improvement in
correctly selecting ajplicarts. A high base rate means that
the cell probabilities for PVP and PFN are going to be
higher thar for PFP ard PVN.
- • Selection Ratio
Assuming the acdel is valid, the lower the selection
ratio, the more useful the model will be in identifying
successful applicants. Decreasing selection ratios mean
that the organization can be increasingly selective in whom
it hires. Naturally, it will tend to accept only these who
score highest on the predictor, those who are also predicted
most Jikely to be successful- A low selection ratio (high
cut score) will mear that PVf and PFP will be small. It
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also fellows that a lew selection ratio will yield a higher
success iate— although few people will be hired, most of
them will represent correct selection decisions (PVP)
.
C. ESaiKATING TEE 011IITY CP 3 HGDE1
Ihe expected utility (EU) of a model is found by summing
the products of each cell probability and its associated
cell utility (01, 02, 03 and 04), and subtracting the cost
cf giving tie test tc an applicant (0T)
.
E0 = C1(f"BP) + 02 (fIP) + C3 (fFN) * 04 (PVN) - 0T (5.1)
Appendix E contains detailed descriptions on how cell
protarilities and cell utilities are determined. Fcr a
discriminant model the cell probabilities may he readily
derived from the output of the SkS Discriminant procedure,
tecause the model classifies cases into predicted successes
and predicted failures. In the regression model the cut
score is net Jcncwn in advance, so ceil protabilities that
nesult fnem a number cf possible cut scores are calculated,
and a cut score is eventually chosen based on which set of
cell pichabilities maximizes the utility of the model.
The formula for calculating the expected utility of a
model necuines that a utility be assigned to each selection
outcome. Ihese cell utilities are designated 01 thncugh 04
and are associated kith the cutcomes VP, FP, EN and VN
respectively. The Billet Cost Model provides an estimate of
the ccst tc the Navy cf staffing a billet. In this study it
is assumed that this ccst is egual to the marginal product
cf a successful sailcn, and so the utility of a valid posi-
tive (C1) is assigned a value of $24,163 [Ref. 16]. No
proven technigue exists fon estimating the cell utilities
for the three other selection outcomes. Individual
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circunstances and prevailing market conditions Hake it
difficult tc estimate thes€ outcomes with real confidence,
so these cell utilities were estimated relative to 01, and a
miner fcrm cf sensitivity analysis was conducted. Ihe cell
utility cf a false positive (U2) was assigned values cf -.5,
-1 and -2. Valid negatives (04) were assigned an egual and
cpposite utilitv to 02, and false negatives (U 3 ) were
assigned values cf 0/ -.25 and -.5- Table VIII shows seven
different sets of cell utilities that were considered.
TA£IE VIII
Eelative Cell Utilities
01 U2 U3 04
1.0 -0.5 -0.25 0.5
1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5
1.0 -1.0 0.0 1.
1.0 -2-0 0.0 2.0
1.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.5
1.0 -1.0 -0.5 1.0
1.0 -2-0 -0.5 2.0
lie ccst of administering a test (UT) is of significance
if the ccsts of testing are different for ccmpeting selec-
tion strategies. lie models developed in this studj cse
data gathered from the existing tests, and therefore the
costs cf testing will remain iruch the same. Thus in this
contest, 01 may be ignored since it applies equally tc the
eld ard rew tests.
I. BI£0I!IS OF 0IH.I3I ANALYSIS
Tables IX and X certain the results of the utility anal-
ysis cr the regressicr and discriminant models respectively.
Ihe "Percent Change in EO" eclumn is the result cf the
compariscn cf the mcdel's utility with the utility cf the
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Navy's original selection strategy (base line utility). A
positive percentage change in ED indicates that the Eaxiaum
utility citainable frcm the iicdel is higher than the utility
cf the original selection strategy. An increase in utility
of say 350 Jieans that the Navy saves $50 for each selection
decisicr (ccrrect or incorrect) that is made by using the
model rather than tte original strategy. For the ncdels
with the £0CCTAF or TAFMS1 criterion, the base rate is .861,
i.e., £6.1 percent cf the people selected by the Navy were
successful. These people can be thought of as the valid
positives cf the original strategy and the remaining 1i.9
percert are false positives. (For tne SUCCESS2 criterion
these figures are 76.8 percent and 23.3 percent.)
Dnf or tunately it is net possible to calculate the values of
false ard valid negatives so these are considered tc be
zero. For the 1AFMS1 or SUCCTAF criterion then, the cell
probabilities for the original selection strategy are EVF =
.861, PFF = .139, PFli = and EVN =0. The base line utility
for each cf the three differert combinations of U1 and U2
can then re calculated. The model utilities are tien
compared tc these base line utilities and the differences,
expressed as a percentage of the base line utilities, are
reported. Similarly the base success rate cf the original
strategy is also .861 (for the TAFM51 or SUCC1AF criterion).
The ccluan "Change ir Succrate" reports the actual differ-
ence tstween the models' success rates and the base success
rates. The column "SEATIO" shows the selection ratic that
results when the cut score is chosen so as to maximize the
utility, for each set of cell utilities.
1 • £ egr ess ion Models
For most sets of cell utilities, the regression
models developed shew little improvement over the original
selection strategy. In mest cases the selection ratio is
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very close to 1 and the percentage increase in expected
utility is very small. lhis is not a surprising result
because the model validities are relatively low (around .20)
and / more significantly, the tase rates are very high at
.861 and .768. It is interesting to note, however, that
when tie costs cf a false positive and the benefits of a
valid negative are hjgh, then the selection ratio is driven
down, and the utility and success rate go up.
2 . tiscrimirant Jcdels
In general the discriminant models did net perform
as well as the regression models or the Navy* s original
selecticr strategy. For seme models the percent change in
EU was a significant positive number, hut these were usually
associated vith extrene assumptions of cell utilities. In
addition to the factors mentioned in the previous sursec-
tion, this poor performance is because the discrininant
models lack the flexibility to vary the cell probabilities
depending en the values of the cell utilities. There is no
option to vary predictions depending on the conseguences of
correct and incorrect selection decisions, and thus only one







Utility fiesults - Begression Models
C1 U2 U3 U4 A% EU ASOCCRATE SFATIC
1.0 -0.5 -0.25 0-5 0.12 0. 001 C.998
1.0 -0.5 C 0-5 0.14 0.001 C.9S8
1.0 -1.0 1.0 0.34 0. 001 C.998
1.0 -2.0 2.0 5.85 0.022 0.8C5
1,0 -0.5 -C.5 0.5 0.11 0.001 C.998
1.0 -1.0 -0.5 1.0 0.32 0.001 C.9S8
1.0 -2.0 -0.5 2.0 1.25 0.003 C.998
1.0 -0.5 -0.25 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -0.5 C 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.C 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -2-0 2.0 6.28 0.023 C.8 10
1.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -1.0 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -2.0 -0.5 2.0 0.28 0.002 C.985
1.0 -0.5 -C.25 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1-0 -0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 0.05 0.001 C.998
1.0 -2.0 2.0 5.79 0.016 C.871
1.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1-0 -1.0 -0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -2.0 -0-5 2.C 0.4 0.004 C.972
1.0 -0.5 -0.25 0.5 0.15 0.002 C.9S5
1.0 -C. 5 C 0.5 0.22 0.002 C.995
1.0 -1.0 1.0 5.1 0.027 C.861
1.0 -2.0 2.0 72.98 0. 074 Q.2£3
1.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.08 0.002 C.9S5
1.0 -1.0 -0.5 1. 0.76 0.002 0.995
1.0 -2.0 -0.5 2.0 35.44 0.014 C.8C6
1.0 -C. 5 -C.25 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 3.51 0.033 0.799
1.0 -2.0 2.0 61.76 0. 124 0.C56
1.0 -0.5 -C-5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1-0
1.0 -1.0 -0.5 1. 0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 -2.0 -0.5 2.0 33.51 0.033 0.799
1.0 -0.5 -0.25 0-5 0. 14 0.001 C.9S7
1.0 -C.5 C 0.5 0.16 0.001 0.9S7
1.0 -1.0 1.0 4.77 0.013 C. 816
1.0 -2. 2.0 79.18 0.063 0.511
1.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.5 0. 11 0. 001 C.9S7
1.0 -1.0 -0.5 1.0 0.46 0.001 C.997
1-0 -2.0 -0.5 2.0 36.6 1 0-014 0.8C7
Note: The base utilities for Models A, E and C are -
$19112 (when U2 is -0-5), $17428 (when U2 is
-1.0) and $14061 (when U2 is -2) , and the las€
success rate is 0.861.
lie base utilities for Models D. E and F are -$15744 (wher U2 is -0-5), $12938 (when U2 is
-1.0) and $7326 (when U2 is -2.0), and the tas<
success rat€ is 0.768-
TAEIE X













































































































































































































Nets: lie base utilities for Models A,
319112 (whei 02 is -0.5), $17428
-1.0) and 114061 (when U2 is -2)




lie base utilities fcr Models D.$15744 (whei. U2 is -0.5), $12938
-1.0) and $1326 l*hen U2 is -2.0)











VI. CONCICSICNS ANE BECOMMEMDATIONS
Ihis study set cut to picvide a method foe developing
enlistnert standards models which improves upon sinilar
processes presently ir use. Toward that end, significant
advances have been made, particularly when compared tc prior
studies conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School. 3he
technigues used provide a much more comprehensive approach
to mcdel development. They employ regression analysis to
fully develop the stepwise regression results. In addition,
stepwise discriminant procedures were used to find an
optimal mcdel pricr to full discriminant analysis.
Alternative criteria for measuring successful operational
performance, including a continuous length of service
criterion, were incorporated in the models. Finally, each
model was analyzed tsing both regression and discriminant
analysis technigues.
Perhaps most sigrificant is the presentation of a means
ly which the benefits from such efforts may be gauged. The
development of innovative utility analysis programs affords
future researchers ar excellent opportunity to measure in
nonetary terms the benefits tc he derived from implementing
a new selection strategy. It is important to reiterate that
the statistical and utility analysis technigues presented in
this study may be easily applied or modified to accommodate
selecticr standards model development for any of the mere
than SO Navy ratings ccntained in the master data base.
A secondary purpose of this study was tc discover
whether the models developed improve upon existing selection
and assignment strategy for the AD rating. By and large,
the models presented do net appreciably enhance the
processes used since 1976. The models do, however, allow
5a
cue tc fccus on some specific considerations in the current
screening processes. For example. Models A, B, and C allow
policy makers to consider length of service in months, and
to vary the criterion for measuring success. This capa-
bility is particularly appropriate for use in a dyr.amic
recruitirg marxet.
A. ElfDIlS
liis study yielded several ether results worth noting.
Ihe term cf enlistment variable may tie used tc predict
success now that it has beer corrected to reflect act iv e
duty obligation. This is particularly important when
assessing Naval Eesex\ists, whose six year contract gener-
ally reguires only three years of active service. 2he
change from a negative to a significantly positive correla-
tion cf 1EEMENIT on the criteria is one of the mere impor-
tant discoveries of this research effort.
Ihis study also determined that the usefulness of the
2CBEEK cempesite sccre in predicting job performance meas-
ures was virtually ronexistent. It appears tc be mere
appropriate to use the SCREEN score components ir the
models, at least when attempting to predict operational job
performance. Ncn traditional ASVAB subtest scores, such as
Auto Information, cay also be appropriate for use in the
screering process. Another significant finding cf this
study is the definite presence of interaction effects.
Considering personal measures on an individual ir cenjurc-
tion Kith ether measures represents a marked change in
current selection practices.
Ic summarize the results of the statistical analysis,
the variarles neasuring term of enlistment, education,
dependents status, sex and race emerged as repeatedly
significart predictors cf successful operational
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perf cmarce . The ccnposite leasure of eligibility for the
AD rating, and the ASVAB Auto Information subtest score,
were alsc significant predictor variables. In addition,
Kodel E was shown to ie the best regression and discrininant
aodel
.
Ihe results of the application of utility analysis stow
that the regression ncdels developed in this study perform
as well as or better than the original Navy strategy which
was used as the ccnj:arisor (rase line utility). It is
important to note however, that the methodology used in this
part of the study ensured that regression models will
provide a naximum utility at least equal to the tase line
utility. This is because the technique allows the cut score
to be set sc low that all cases are accepted. Models A and
P are ccrsicered to le the test of the models because ttey
provide for significart increases in utility without having
to resort to impractically low selection ratios. Ihe
discrinirant Models A and E are better than the ethers
because improvement ever base utility is possible, depecding
en the cell utilities.
As was nentioned in Chapter V, the high existing base
rates are an iidication that newly developed models are
unlikely to produce superior results. Utility analysis is
hindered by the difficulty cf confidently estimating the
individual cell utilities, and this is an area that is in
need cf further research. It is also difficult tc compare
new selection strategies to existing ones because it is
impossitle to classify the cases rejected by the existing
strategy as valid or false negatives. Data of this scrt can
only be cttained hj testing all applicants and then
accepting all of them, regardless of their relationship to
the cut score, or to the desired selection ratio.
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E. EiCCEBEMDAIICNS
Despite the advances made by this study, there renains
many expert unities tc refine the models presented for the AD
rating, and to develop models for ether Navy ratines.
Procedurally, these opportunities include testing for curvi-
linearit} cf the models, expanding the interaction terms to
three cr mere levels, and seeking different combinations of
ASVAE subtest scores as potential predictors. There may
also be ctier measures not evaluated by this study that are
significant operational performance predictors, such as
enlistment vaivers, IEP status, or involvement with civil
authorities
.
Consideration shculd also be given to altering the
criterion variables. One particularly promising adjustment
may be tc change tie criterion to reflect achieving E^5.
Ihis nay be appropriate since the models developed appear to
do a tetter job of predicting longer LOS, as indicated by
preliminary residual analysis. Developing separate .mcdels
that yield predictions of shorter LOS may also be in order.
lie multiple-stage analytic approach referred tc in
Chapter Iv also appears to be a promising technique. Such
analysis might consider change in dependent status, perform-
ance evaluations, or advancement exam results as variables
in a model.
3c improve the tsefulness of utility analysis it is
important tlat a tecinigue be developed to estimate cell
utilities with reasonable accuracy. Such a technigue needs
to be able to control for changes in the recruiting market,
and be sensitive tc the changing Navy reguirements for
recruits. It is also important that data be gathered on
applicants who are net accepted into a particular ratine, tc
allow researchers to determine if they were reclassified to
another rating, or rejected entirely.
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Ir conclusion, it is clear that continued efforts to
develcf selection standards models for ail ratings are
essential. For it is through these efforts that the cost of
training and maintaining Navy personnel will he reduced,
Ihe resultant experienced career force will ensure the Navy
is ready to leet any glotal ccamitaent.
5£
APPENDIX A
DATA EASE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
This appendix provides the SAS programs used in this
study to access the master data base, develop the AD data
set, ace create new predictor and criterion variables, as
discussed ir Chapter III. Each program contains the job
ccntrcl language information appropriate to tne Naval
Postgraduate School's IBM 3035 computer system. Statistical
Analysis Sjstem (SiS) statements are employed ir the
programs tc accomplish the desired functions. These SAS
statements are normally preceded by comments tc explain
their purpose, the ccnments being identified ty an asterisk.
Table XI cortairs the program called "ADSETUP". This
program was used to access the master file and extract
infor naticr on Aviaticn Machinist's Mates (AD). (The master
file tape, originally called "ENLIST", has recently been
revised and relabeled "NPS709".) The data file created by
this program is called "ADDATA", and it contains the iritial
243 variables from the master file- Also provided Id the
program are the variarle names and labels. The program may
be used to extract data from the master file fcr ary of
approximately 90 Navy ratings simply by entering the appro-
priate abbreviation and four digit code for the selected
ratir c.
Table XII provides the program called "ADSCREEN" that
was used tc screen tie data eitracted from the master file.
These screers were performed en observations in the "AEEATA"
file, and the results were placed in a file called
"ADSGESET". Because of the large number of cases and vari-
ables ir the data, sufficient computing work space was not
available. Therefore, the SAS KEEP statement was used to
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retail] 116 of the iritial variables for analysis. It was
ielt tlese 116 variatles captured all the desired treasures
en the observations that would he required for aralvsis.
The last screen was incorporated following frequency distri-
ruticr aralysis to renove cases that had aberrant cr impos-
sible data associated with then.
Table XIII ccntairs the program called "ADNEWVAE". Ihis
program was employed to create new predictor and criterion
variables, as discussed in Chapter III. The prcgran used
infornaticn on observations in the "ADSUBSET" data file to
create tie new variables, and placed the results of these
cperaticrs in a file called "ADA1L4". This file thus
constitutes the AD cata set referred to throughout this
study. It contains all of the selected and created vari-
ables that provide irformaticn on the 2820 ADs whc remained
in the cata set after all screens were accomplished. It is
this file that was used to conduct the statistical analysis
for this study.
The "ALKEflVAE" program lists all created variable names
and labels. It also contains the SAS statements that
converted several qualitative variables to numeric variatles
cr dichctcmcus (0,1) variables. Finally, the program shows
the SAS statement used to split the AD data set into the two
unifcrmlv distributed random samples (EANDA111). These
derivation and validation samples were used during regres-
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2148 IIIEF1G2 PIE2- 5150 TAFMS3 PIB1.
5151 IAF2S4 PIE1. 5152 DPCC3 PI32. 3154 EDOS
3
PIE2.
5156 EYEC3 PIE1. 5157 PAYGEEE3 PIB1. 3158 SEBVICE3 PIB1.
5159 2F1STAI3 PIE1. 5160 NDENDNT3 PIB1. 5161 SPNSPE3 PIE3.
5165 SEPET3YB PIE1. 5 166 SEPEI3MI PIB1. 5)167 SEPET3DY EIE1.
5168 EASE3YE PIE1. 5169 3ASD3£IH PIB1- 5)170 EASD3DAS FIE1.
5171 IIS3YEAR PIE1. 5172 ETS3MNTH PIB1.
5173 ECLE3YE PIE1. 5174 DOLE3EIH PIB1.
5177 EIEI3YE PIE1. 5178 PEED3EIH PI31. 5)179 PE3D3DAY EIB1.
5164 3SC2 PIE1.
5175 CHAESEV3 PIE1.
5176 EIGEEGE3 PIE1. 5180 FIIEEIG3 PIB2.
5182 FILIMICH PIE4. 5186 DOEYEIEP PIB1. 5187 EOEMIDEI- FIB1.
5188 KNIESDEP PIE1. 5189 SPFLGSL PIB1.
5190 ECPGYE PIE1. 5191 DCEGMNIH PIB1.
5212 GCI 2.- 5214 AEI 2- 5216 MECH 2.
5218 CIEF 2. 5220 AFQIS 2. 5222 FNEC $4.
5227 CIZflSHIP $1.
5229 EEIEEFND 31. 5230 SECDEEND $1. 5231 EEC! $2.
5233 GFCUEIKD 31. 5234 AUIHEAIE $4. 5240 EDPGYE 34.
5244 SCHICCEE 31. 2245 SCBLWVB 31. 5246 ASTAE 31.
5247 SSSJNE 31. 5250 PBESEATE 34.
5254 KUMEG1 31. 5255 PfiElAEEV 33. 5258 EXAMRAIE 34.
5262 KUMEG2 31. 5263 EXETAERV S3. 5266 TCTLRAW 3.
5269 STEKAVY 2. 5272 PBCODE $2. 5274 ALTPECDE 32.
5276 FIMfUIT 5. 5281 FNMIICUT 5. 5287 PRFFACIE 3.
5290 AWIJACTR 2. 5292 CHNGEATE 31.
5296 EAIEINE 31. 5297 SPEECIND 31. 5298 IYPENLSI 32.
5301 HCDESI 31. 5202 NENLSIMI 1.
5303 EACS YYMMDE6. 5209 TA
£
34. 3313 CAS 34.
5317 ICSCCEE 31. 5218 LOSaVfi 31. 3319 SIPG 34.
2323 HEIiVR 31. 2224 TIE 34.
5336 AEEE YYMMDE6. 2243 EDiG YYMMDD6. 3349 DTIS 3.
2352 EECEOEES 1. 2256 NCHANGES 3- 3384 AGE 2.
2386 KEECGC1 2. 5288 NHRCAFCT 2. 3390 MENTIGBE 3 1.
2391 EDCEEIIF 31. 2292 MOELESGN 31. 5394 BYNDPHD3 2.
2396 GfE4FECG 32. 2298 SSEUIY 31. 3399 REGSE3EV 31.
2400 EYE2YGFD 31. 5401 NOTECMD 31. 3402 SSNCHNGE 31.
2403 ICIEFCMO 2. 2405 I01LDEMC 1. 3406 TOTLA&Ol 1.
5407 1CTEESET 1. 5408 T01ELICN 1. 5409 TOTCVICN 1.
2412 IKG1HSPV 34. 2416 SCEIIK 2. 3418 AIIRIICE 31.
2419 FECMC 31. 2420 RECENISI 32. 3422 EECPRCGM 31.
5423 HCiBGSC 32. 5425 RCEGSCRT 34. 5435 ELSTHIS1 31.
5436 KEAYSE2 4. 5440 NDAYSE3 4. 5444 NDAYSE4 4.
2449 E2ECEA1E 33. 2452 DMDCNEC 34. 5456 EMDCUIC 36.
2462 CCNVEilE YYMMDE6. 3468 GEAEDAIE YYMMED6.
2474 1BAMATE YYMMDD6.
2480 EASNNEC 34. 2484 TRAININD 31- 3485 STACTION 31.;
IABEI
CENSOSEG=CENSUS REGICK (10 CODES)
CENSC£I£=CENSUS DISTEICT (5 CCEES)
EGMEZIE =HCME OE fiECCEE ZIP CCEE
EMESIAIE=HCKE OE EECCEE—STATE
IATEIITY=YEAR OE FINAI QUALIEYING DETERMINATION
IATEEE^K=MCNTH OE F^Al QOAIIEYING DETEBMINATION
EIRIHSfi = YE£R OE BIB1E
EIRTfi!!lH =MCNTH OF EIE1H
EIEIHI£1=EAS OF EIBTE
ENTRY£GI=AGE OF INDIVIDUAL Al TIME OF ENTRY
EECCJI1D=EEC0RD ID
—
IJAM SCCRZ, EEP, ACTIVE DUTY
EYEC =HIGHEST YEAR OE EDUCATION
SEX =(1) MALE, (2) EEMAIE
FACE = jlj WHITE. (I) BLACK, (3) CTHEB
ETHNIC =INIIVIDUAL« '£ REPORTED ETHNIC STATUS
EACEEI£N=SIX BACE-ETEKIC COMBINATIONS
EBTLDINB=MAEITAL S T AILS/DEP END ENTS
TESIECEM=TEST FORM/ECEA, AS V AE , AF WST, AFQI ,OSE. ..
AFC.ir-CM = AFCT PEECENTILE (OE EC.UIVALENT)
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AFQIGEP£=AF QI GROUPS < 5, 4C, 4E, 4A , 3B ,3 A, 2, 1
)
ASVAEGI =A£VAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE GI
ASVAENC =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE NO
ASVAEAE =A£*AB APTITUIE AREA SCCRE—SUBSCAIE AD
ASVAEKK = A£VAB APTITUIE AREA SCOEE—SUBSCAIE WK
ASVAEAE =ASVAB APTITLIE AREA SCOEE—SUBSCAIE A3
ASVAEEP =A£VAB APTITUIE AEEA SCOEE—SUBSCAIE SP
ASVAE2K =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCOBE—SUBSCAIE MK
ASVAEII =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE
—
SUBSCALI EI
ASVAEMC =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE MC
ASVAEG£ =A£VAB APTITUIE AEEA SCOBE SUBSCALI GS
ASVAESI =A£VAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE SI
ASVAEAI =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE AI
SERVACC£=SEEVICE OF ACCESSION (NAVY, 2)
PBICB£EV=PEIOR SERVICE (NON-PEIOE SERVICE, 1)
PUI =GEN. HEALTH, UPPER £ ICWER EXTREMITIES
EES = EEARING, VIS1CN, PSYCHIATRIC HEII-BEING
ASVAECM =A£VAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE CM
ASVAECA =A£VAB APTITUIE AREA SCORE—SUBSCAIE CA
ASVAECE =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCOKE—SUBSCAIE CE
ASVAECC =ASVAB APTITUIE AREA SCOBE—SUBSCAIE CC
ENTEY£1A=ENTRY STATUE (1.DIEECT TO ACTIVE DUTY)
EEIGE1 =fcElGHT IN IKCHES (ERACTICNS DROPPED)
WEIGHT =WEJGHT IN PCCNDS (ERECTIONS ROUNDED)
£YSICIEP=EICCD PEES SURE—SYSTCIIC
IIASTIEE=EICOD PEESSUEE—DIASTCIIC
«EDEAJI1=f EIMARY MEDICAIIY IIS £U AIIFYING DEFECT
MEDFAII2=SECONDARY MIIICAIIY DISQUAII FYING DEFECr
MEDFAII3=IEEIIARY MEIICAIIY DISQUALIFYING IEFECT
WAIVER =P£RMIT CODE ICB. AN OTHERWISE INEIIGIELE
JiAIVEEAI = WAIVER APPECUAL IEVEI AND EXPLANATION
EXAM£TA1=EXAMINAII0N STATUS (1,FUILY QUALIFIED)
TERMEUl=IEfM OF ENI1SIMENT (NC. OF YEARS)
ENTRFAYG=ENIRY PAY GEAEE (EOO—011)
HOMECMY = HCME OF RECCE! COUNTY—FIPS
PR0GEM1 =EECGRAM ENIISTED FCE—SEEVICE UNIQUE
AFEE£STA=MIIITABY ENIEANCE IEOCESSING STATIONS
EONU£CIT=ECKUS OPTIOK, COMBAT Cfi NON-COMBAT
ENLSTCP1=ENIISIMENI CPTICN
YCUTHIEG=YCUTH & BESEEVE TRAINING PROGRAMS
IAPEIATE=MCNTH OF Fill ON WHICH RECORD SUBMITTED
IRENlftC£=OCCUP. SPECIAL/RATING CHOICE UPON ENTR*
TAFMS1 =MCNIHS OF TC1I. ACTIVE FED. MIIIT. SERV.
EP0C1 =I.C.D. PRIMARY OCCUPATICN CODE
EE0C1 =I.C.D. DUTY CCCUPATICN CODE
HYEC1 =HIGHEST YEAE CI EDUCATION
PAYGEEE1=PAY GRADE A£-OF-DA TE-CF-FIIE/SEPARATION
£ERVICE1=£EEVICE CODE [2, NAVY
".US
i 1 -SPNSPI1 =SEEARATION PEOGRAM EESIGNATOR
MRTSTAT1=MARITAI STAT (1, OTHER, 2, MARRIED)
"CEN"'NBPNIM1 = NUMBER OF DEIENE IS { , NONE)
ISC1 =INTER-SERVICE SEPARATION CODE
SECTION)£EPEI1YR=YEAR OF SEPAEATION (2ND DMDC
SEPRT 1MT = MCNTH OE SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION]
£EPRI1IY=IAY OF SEPARATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
EASE1YE =YEAR OF ACT2UE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD 1«TH = MCNTH OF AC1JVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD1IAY=IAY OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
ETS1 YIAB = ESTIMATED YEAR OF EUIFIILED ACTIVE DUTY
ETS1 MKTH=E£1IMATED MOTH OF FUIFIILED ACTIVE DUTY
CHARSEV1=CHARACTER OF SERVICE
ILGR E UP 1=RE ENLISTMENT ELIGIEIIITY
PEBD1YB =YEAR OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PEBB1£IH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTRY EASE DATE
PEBE1IAY=IAY OF PAY ENTRY BASE DATE
ENTRYYR =YEAR OF ENTIY TO ACTIV E/D- E- P.
ENTRYf.TH = MCNTH OP EN1EY TO ACTIVE/D. E- P.
ENTRYI1Y=IAY OF ENTRY TC AC IIV E/D- E- P
.
£EPET1YE=YEAR OF SEPAEATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
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SEPET1M1 = MCHTH OF SEPAEATION (2ND DMDC SECTION)
£EPEI1IY=EAY OF SEPAEAIIGN (2NI EMDC SECTION)
EASE1YE = YEAE OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASDUIE = MCNTH OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD1Ii!Y =DAY OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
ETS1 YIAfi=ESTIMATID YEAE OF FOIFILLED ACTIVE DOTY
ETS1MKIH=£SIIMATED MOTH OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
FEBD1YE = YIAE OF PAY INTEY EASE DATE
FE3D1£TH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTEY EASE DATE
FEBD1IAY=EAY OF FAY EMBY BASE DATE
IILEFIG1=FIIE FLAG NC. 1
FEBD2YE = Y E i R OF PAY INTEY EASE DATE
FEBD2£IH =MCMH 01 PAY ENTEY EASE DATE
FEBD2IAY=DAY OF FAY EKIEY BASE DATE
£EPEI2YE=YEAB OF SEPAEATION (3ED EMDC SECTION)
S£PEI2MI=MCNTH OF SEPAEATION f3BD DMDC SECTION)
SEPEI2DY =DAY OF SEPAEATION {3*L DMDC SECTION)
EASD2YF = YEAE OF ACTIVE DUTY ESSE DATE
EASD2K1E=MCNTH OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD2IAY=DAY OF ACTIVI DUTY EASE DATE
ETS2YIAE=ESTIMATED YEAE OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
EIS2MKTE=ESTIMATED MCMH OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
FEBD2YE = YEAfi OF PAY ENTEY EASE DATE
FEBE2*TH=MCNIH OF PAY ENTEY EASE DATE
FEBD2IAY=DAY OF FAY FMEY BASE DATE
IAFMS2 =MCNIHS CF TCII. ACTIVE FED- MILII. SEEV.
IPOC2 =D-C.D. PEIMAFY OCCUPATION CODE
DDOC2 =D.C.D. EUTY CCCUPATICN CODE
EYEC2 =HIGHEST YEAE OF EDUCATION
£AYGBIE2=FAY GEADE AS-CF-DAIE-CF-FILE/SEPAEAT ION
SEBVICF2=SFFVIC£ CODE 12, NAVY)
EETSIAI2=MABITAL STATES (1,CTEEB, 2,MA£BI£D)
NDPNEKT2=NUMBEfi CF DFFFNDENTS n, NONE)
EFNSFE2 =SEFAEATION EFCGBAM EESIGNATOE
ISC2 =INIEB-SE£VICI SEPAEATION CODE
CHAE£BV2=CEABACTEB OF SEEVICE
ILGBEGF2=EE ENLISTMENT ELIGIEILITY
FILEFIG2=FIIE FLAG NC. 2
PEBD3YE = YIAE OF PAY INTEY EASE EATE
FEBD3l!TH = MCNTH OF PAY ENTEY EASE DATE
FEBD3I1Y=EAY OF PAY IMEY BASE DATE
£EPEI2YE=YEAE OF SEPAEATION (4IH DMDC SECTION)
£EP£T2i!I = MCNTH OF SEEAEATION (4TH DMDC SECTION)
£EPEI5EY=IAY OF SEPAEATION (4TH DMDC SECTION)
EASE3YF = YFAE OF ACTIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EASD3MH = MCNTH OF ACTIVE DU I Y EASE DATE
EASE2I^Y=EAY OF ACTIVI DUTY EASE DATE
ETS3YIA£=ESTIMATID YEAE OF FUIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
FTS3MSIE=ESTIMATED MCKTH OF FOIFILLED ACTIVE DUTY
FEBD3YE = YIAB OF PAY INTEY EASI DATE
FEBD3KTH=MCNTH OF PAY ENTEY EASE DATE
PEBD3IAY =IAY OF PAY IMEY BASE DATE
CF ICTL. ACTIVE FED- MIIIT. SEEV.




£AYGEIE3=PAY GEADE AS-CF-DA I E-CF-FILE/SEPAEATION
£EBVICF3=SIEVICE CODE 12, NAVY)
£ETSIAI3=MAEITAL STAIC5 (1.CTEEE, 2,MAHEIED)
NDFNEKT3=NUMBEB CF DIFINDENIS (1, NONE)
SPNSPD3 =SEEABATION IFOGEAM EESIGNATOE
ISC3 =INIEB-SEEVICI SEPAEATICN CODE
CHABSBV3=CEABACTEE OF SEEVICE
ILGBE0F3=EE ENLISTMENT ELIGIEILITY
IILEFIG3=FIIE FLAG NC. 3
FILEMICH=4-EYTE EINAFY FILE MATCH INDICATOES
EOEYEIF£=DCE YEAE INTC D.E.F-






MNTH£DEE=MCNIHS IN D.I. P.
SPFLGEI = SPANISH FLAG MASTEE/ICSS
ICPGMNIH=MCNTH Of DCEG
ICPGYB = YEAE OF DCPG
GCT =EA£IC BATTEE5 GCT
ABI =£A£IC BATTEE1 AEI
MECH =EA£IC BATTEE1 MECH
CLEE =EA£IC BAITEE1 CLEE












10T1EAW =1CIAL EAW SCCEE
SIDNAV5 =S1ANDAEEIZEI NAVY SCCEE
FRCOIE =FBCCESS CODE
ALTEECEE=AL1EBNAIE PECCESS CCDE




CHNGEATE=CEANGE OF BATE INDICATOE
KENI£IMI=NCMBEB CF Eli IISTHE HIS
EAOS =EXFIBATION CE ACTIVE CBLIGATED SERVICE
IAS =TdAl ACTIVE SEEVICE
CAS =C1EEB ACTIVE SEEVICE
£IPG =SEEVICE IN IAY GBAIE
IOSCCEI =1ENGTH CF SEEVICE
IOSKVE =LEKGTH CF SEEVICE WAIVEB
TIBWVE =TIME IN BATE WAIVEE
SIB =TI£E IN BATE
AEBD =ACIIVE DUTY EASE DATE
EDPG =EEEECTIVE DATE OF PAY GEADE
HIS =DEILL TIME IK SEEVICE
NCHANGE£=NU£BEE CF CHANGES/ ENIEIES IN NHEC FILE
AGE =CANDIDA1E« • £ CUBEENT AGE
NHBCGCI = NEEC FIIE f, S GENBL. CIASSIFICAIION TEST
NHBCAIC.1 = NHEC FIIE'«£ ABMED FCECES QUALIFY. TEST
£ENTIGEf=MENTAL GBOUI CODE
EDCEE13I=EDDCAIICN CEETIFICAIE
EOBLB£Gli =MIIITAEY OEIJGATION DESIGNATOfi
HYNDEKB1 = KIGHEST NUMEEE CF PEIMARY DEPENDENTS
GBP4IECG=GECUP IV (100K) PRCGEAM CODE
SSDUTS =£EA-SHOBE DIQY INDICATOE
£EG£E£EV=EEGULAE EESEEVE INDICATOE
HYPAYGEE=E1GHEST PAY GEADE
NOTEC2D =NCT EECCMMEMED FOE EE-ENLI5 IMENT










EECNTC =BECBUIT NAVAI IBAINING COMMAND
EECENI£1=EECBUIT TYPE ENLISTMENT
EECPECGM=EECEUIT PfiOGEAM AT ENIISTMENT
EECP£G£C=EECEUIT PBOGEAM/SC ECCI
£CPGSCE1=BECBUIT PBO GEAM/SC BCCI BATE
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ELSIEI£1=ENIISTEE HISICEY SIA10S
NEAYSE2 =CCEPUTEE NOP.EEE OF EAiS 10 E-2 EATING
NBAYSE3 = CCP.POTEE NUKEZE OF EAYS 10 E-3 EATING
NEAYSF4 =CCKPUTEE NUKZEE OF EA2S 10 E-4 EATING
IC1E1H = YEAE OF LATEST EE- ZNLISIMENT
ECLE1£IH=MCNTH OP LA1EST EE-ENIISTMENT
E0IZ2XI = YZ£E OF LAIEST BE- ZNLISIMENT
E0LE2HIH=MCNTH OF LAIEST EE-ENIIS1MENT
EGLE3*I = YEAE OF LAIEST EE- ENLISTMENT
E0LE3EIH=MCNIH OF LAIESI BE-ENIISTMENT
EMDCBAIE=FINAL EATING AS LISTZZ BY D.M.E.C.
EMDCNEC =FINAL N.E.C. AS LISTFE BY D.M.E.C.
EMDCU1C =F1NAL U.I.C. AS LISTED BY D.M.E.C.
C0NVEA1Z=CCNVENING DAIE FOE NITBAS COUBSE
GEACEATZ=GEABOAT10N IATZ FOE KIIBAS COUESE
IBANEAIE=TEANSACIICN EATZ FCE NITEAS EECOBD
IAENNEC =DIE CANEIDA1E ZABN AN NEC?
TBAININE=TEAINING INE1CAT0E
STAC11CN=S1UDENI ACT1CN CODIS (EASS, P, ETC.)
;
* THIS SCEZZN SEIECTS ONLY THOSE CASES WHICH HAD ANY
AFF1UAI1CN WITH TEE *AD« EATING. THAT IS, TH3SE CASES
WHICH ABE LISTED IK THE DMEC FILE AS PRESENTLY AE'S
(PEBIAEEV) OB AS FINALLY AD'S (DMDCBAIE) , OB AS SIGNING
UP FCE AE^S (ECPGSCBI), OE AS HAVING TAKEN THE AE
RATING EXAMINATION (EXAMBATE).;
IF EMECEATE = ' AE ' OE PE B TAEBV=' AD f OE




* THIS NEXT SECTION CtTPUTS EASIC FBEQUZNCIZS TO CHZCK
THAT IEZ BATING SPECIFIC EAIA HAS BEEN WEII1EN CN1C
TEE FJIZ IN MASS STCEAGE. ;
EEOC IBZC EATA=FILEOta.ADDAIA:
IAELES DEDCEA1E PEBIAEEV ECE-GSCBT EXAMBATE;
TITLE CEFCKCUT FBEQUENCIES FECtf THE FILE ADDAIA.;
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TAELE XII
Program to Screen the AD Data
//ADSCBEEN JOB i 2807 . C1 1 0) , • D CSLUND, SMC 176 3« ,: I A££ = E//*MAIN CEG=NPGVMl.2fcC7P





// EISP={NEW# CAILG,EEL£IE) ,DS N = MSS . S 2807 . ADS UBSE 1
,
// EC£= <BIKSIZE=640C)//SYSIN ED *
CPTIOS I£=80 NOCENTEE;
* THIS PEOGEAM REDUCES THE NUKEEE OF CASES IN THE EATA
SE1 EY SCEEENING OK CERTAIN VAEIABLES. THE INTENT




* THE NUMBEB OF VARIAELES IN TEE DATA IS REEUCED TO
REDUCE TEE WORK SPACE REQUIREMENTS.;
KEEP
AFCIGBPS AFCTFCKT AGE ASVABAD ASVAEAI
AS^AEAE ASVABEI ASVABGI ASVABGS ASVAEMC
ASVABMK ASVABNC ASVAESI ASVABSP ASVABWK
ATIEITCD AUTHRATE AWIFACIE BASD1DAY BASD1MTH
EASI1YE CHARSRV1 CHARSEV3 EDOC1 DEOC3
IMDCNEC DMECRAIE DOLE1MTH DOLE1YR DPOC1
EPCC3 EDCERT3E ELGREUF1 ELGREUP3 ENTRPAYG
ENTEYAGE ENIEYDAS ENTRYMTH ENTRYSTA ENTRYYR
ITBNIC EIS1MN2E ETS1YEAE EXAMRAIE EXETABRV
EIIEFLG1 FIIEFLG3 FINLJ5UIT FNMITCUT HYEC
EYEC1 HYEC3 HYNDPNDI HYPAYGRE ISC1
ISC3 LNGTHSE\ MENTIGRP MOBIDSGN MRTLEPND
£ET£IAI1 MRTSTAI3 NEAYSE2 NDAYSE3 NEAYSE4
NEPNENI1 NDPNDNT3 NHRCAFCI NOTRCMD PAYGRDE1
PAYGBEE3 PEED1BAY PEBD1MIE PEBD1YR PRESBAIE
PEEEACIE PEIOESETi PRRTAER? RACE RACEETHN
BCPGSCET RECENLSI EECOEDIE BECPRGSC REGRtSRM
SCREEN SEPRT1IY SEPRI1MT SEPRT1YE SEPRI3DY
EEPEI3EY SEP£T3f!T SEPRI3YE SERVACCS SERVICE1
SEE\ICE3 SEX SPNSPD1 SPNSPD3 SSNCHNGE
SIENAVY TAFMS1 TAFMS3 TAFMS4 TERMENLI
TESTFOEM TOICVLCN TOTDESRT TOT1AWCI TCTIEEMG
ICIIRAW TOIMLICK TCTPECMC TRENLMOS WAIVER
KAITJEEAL;
* THIS SCREEN SEIECTS CNIY THCSE CASES WHOSE EINAL
DMIC EATING IS AD.
;
IF EMDCRATE EQ 'AE« ;
* THE ECILCEING IINE EELECTS CNLY THOSE CASES WITH NC
PRICE SEEVICE. TO EUETHEE BEMOVE POTENTIAL PRIOR
SERVICE CASES IHOSE WHO HAVE CHANGED THEIR SOCIAL
SECCBIIY NUMBEB ARE ALSO REMOVED FROM THE SAMPLE.;
IE PEICES£V=1; IE SSNCENGE EQ 0;
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* THE FCILCWING STATEMENTS SELECT ONLY THOSE CASES WEC
HEE1 TESTEL ON ASVAE FORMS 5. 6 OR 7. ALSO THOSE
CASES fcllfc PECULIAFIY HLGH ASVAB SCORES AEE
ELIMINATED FfiOM THE LATA SET.;
IF HIESTFOEM GE 35) ANE (TESTFOBM LE 37));
ASVABAD<= 30;IF ASVABGI<=15,; IF ASVABNC<=50; LF
IF ASVABAE<=20 ; IF ASVAESE<=20; IF ASVABMK<=20;
IF ASVABGS<=20; IF ASVAESI<=20; IF A5VABAI<=20
;
IF ASVABWK<=30 ; IF ASVAEEI<=30; IF ASVABMC<=20
* THIS SCEEEN ONIY KEEPS THCSE WHO SIGNED UP FOE
NAVY CF NAVAL EESE5VE.
;
IF USEEVACCS EC 2) Ofi (SEEVACCS EQ 8));
* ONIY IEGSE CASES WEC WEEE KNCWN TO HAVE SIGNED
UP FOE AT LEAST FOGE YEAfi S ACTIVE DUTY AEE KEPI.;
IF EECFNLST EQ 11
'
* THE CASES ARE SCBEENED TO INCLUDE ONLY THOSE WITH
'GCCI 1 CE BID" INTEESEEVICE SEPAEATICN CODES,
•GBEi* CASES AEE EIIMINATED.
;
IF ISC 1=0 OE ISC1=1
OE (ISO GE 60 AND ISC1 LT 90) ;
IF ISC3=0 OE ISC3=1
OE (ISC3 GE 60 AND ISC3 LT 90) ;
* THIS NEXT SCEEEN KEEPS THCSE CASES FOR WHICH CLEAR
1 EIIGIELE TO BEENLJSI 1 DATA IS AVAILABLE.;
IF EIGEEUP1=0 OE ELGEEUP1=1 OB ELGEEUE1=4 OE
(E1GEEUP1=2U0 ANE (ELGEEUE3=0 OE EIGEEUP3= 1) )
;
* THESE SCEEENS ELIM^ATE CASIS WITH IMPOSSIBLE DATA,
IF AFCIGEPS NE 0;
IF ICSKNTHS LE 7*;
IF BACE NE C;
IF TAFHS1 LE 72;
IF ENTEYAGE NE il
;
IF FACEETBN NE 0;
IF ENTRPAYG NE 0:
IF LNGTHSEV NE 0603;
IF ETHNIC NE 0:
IF LNIHSBV NE 0:





Prcgraa to Create New Variables
D CSLUND, SHC 1763' ,:LAS£=B




//SA£.J«CFK ED SPACE= (CY1, (1
* IE DISP-SHfi-Df
//FIIECCI EE UNI1=333GV,MSVGE=EUE4A,
// EI£P= (NEW,CA1LG,IEIEIE) ,D£N=MSS
.
S2807. ADAIL4,
// ECE= (EIKSIZE=640C)//SYSIN ID *
CPTIO£ I£ = 80 NOCENTII ;
* THE EUEFCSE OF THIS EEOGRAM IS TO GENEEATE NEW VAR-
IAEIES ECE USE IN I£E ANAIYSIS, EITHEE BY RECODING
ORIGINAI VARIABLES, OB BY CREATING NEW VAEIABLES;
EATA EIIECUI.ADAIL4:
SEI EIIEIN.ADSUBSEI;















































































































* IN THIS SECTICN, TEE DMDC VARIABLE 'HYEC IS CON-
VERSED IC A CONTINUCUS VARIAE1E REPRESENTING NUMEEE














THEN CHYEC=3.5; II HYEC=2 THEN CEYEC=8:
THEN CHYEC=9: IE HYEC=4 THEN CHYEC=10;
THEN CHY£C=11; IE HYEC=6 IHEN CHYEC=12;
THEN CHYEC=13; II HYEC=8 IHEN CKYEC=14:
THEN CHYEC=15: IE HYEC=10 THEN CHYEC=16;
THEN CEYEC=18: IE HYEC=12 IHEN CHYEC=20:
EYEC=13 THEN CEIEC=11.5
* A NEK CATEGORICAL VARIABLE ' HSDG* IS NOW CREATED.
A EIGE SCHOOL GRADUATE IS CCEED A «1' AND A NON HIGH
SCHCCI GRADUATE OR A G.E-E. IS CODED '0'.:
IE
IE li
EYEC LE 5) OR (HYEC E
EYEC GE 6) AN! (HYEC Mi) THEN HSDG=0:) THEN HSDG=1;
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If A£VAEAI= : c THEN SA£\'ABAI=36 ; if ASVAEAD=5 IHEN £A£VAEAL=26;
IP A£VAEAI=6 THEN SA£VA£AI=38 ; ie ASVAEA3=6 THEN £A£VA£AL=29 ;
If A£VAEAI= 7 THEN SA£VABAI=40 ; ie ASVAEA3=7 THEN £A£VAEA£=31 ;
If A£\'AEAI = a THEN SA£\ABAI=42 ; ie ASVAEAD=8 THEN £A£VAEA£=34 ;
If A£VAEAI=•9 'rHEN SA£VABAI=44 if ASVAEAD=9 IHEN SA£VA£AL=36:
£ASVAB£D=3SIf A£VA£AI=10 THEN SA£VABAI=46; If ASVABAD=10 THEN
If A£VAEAI= 11 THEN SA£VABAI=48; If ASVAEAD=11 THEN £A£VABAD=41
If A£VAEAI=12 THEN SA£VABAI=50; If ASVABAD=12 THEN SA£VABAD=44
If A£VAEAI= 13 THEN SA£VABAI=52; If ASVABAD=13 THEN £A£VABAD=46
If A£VAEAI= 14 THEN SA£VABAI=55; If ASVAEAD=14 THEN SA£VABAD=4S
If A£VAEAI= 15 THEN SA£VABAI=57; If ASVABAD=15 THEN £A£VAEAD=51
If A£VAEAI=•16 THEN SA£VABAI=59; If ASVABAD=16 THEN £A£VABAD=54
If A£VAEAI= 17 THEN SA£VABAI=61; If ASVABAD=17 THEN S5£VABAD=57
If A£T/AEAI = 18 THEN SA£VA3AI=63; If ASVABAD=18 THEN SiSV£B5C=59
If ASVAEAI= 19 THEN SA£VABAI=65; If ASVABAD=19 THEN SA£VABAD=62
If A£T/A£AI = 20 THEN SA£VABAI=67; If ASVABAD=20 THEN S&SV&B A£=64
If A£T7A££I = 'rHEN SA£7AB£I=20 ; If ASVABAD=21 THEN SA£V£BAD=67
If A£?A££I= 1 rHEN SA£VABSI=21 ; if ASVAEAD=22 THEN £A£VA3AD = 6 £
If A£7A££I= 2 rHEN SA£MBSI=23 ; if ASVABAD=23 THEN S&S1Z£&D=72
If A£VAE£I=•3 'rHEN SA£T/ABSI=25
;
ie ASVABAD=24 THEN SA£VABAD=74
If A£VA££I= 4 'rHEN SA£VABSI=28
;
if ASVABAD=25 THEN SA£V2B2D=77
If A£VAE£I= c <rHEN SA£VABSI=30
;
if ASVABAD=26 THEN SA£VABiSD=7S
If A£VAE£I= 6 irHEN SA£*ABSI=32 ; if ASVAEAD=27 THEN £fi£VABAD=80
If A£VAE£I= 7 'rHEN SA£?ABSI=35
;
if ASVABAD=23 THEN SASVA3AB=30
If A£VAEEI= 8 'rHEN SA£VABSI=37,
;
if ASVABA£=29 THEN £A£VABAD=80
If A£VAE£I= 9 !rHEN SA£*ABSI=39,: If
I; If
ASVABAD=30 THEN S2SVSBAD=80
If A£VAB£I= 10 THEN SA£VABSI=4. ASVAEEI=0 IHEN £A£VA£EI=20;
If A£VAE£I= 11 THEN SA£VABSI = 4*l; If ASVABEI=1 THEN £A£VAEEI=20;
If A£VAE£I= 12 THEN SA£VABSI=4(3; If ASVAEEI=2 THEN SA£VAEEI=21 ;
If A£VAB£I= 13 THEN £A£VABSI=4*3; If ASVAEEI=3 IHEN SA£VA£EI=22;
If A£?AE£I= 14 THEN SA£VABSI=5 l ; If ASVAEEI=4 THEN SA£VAEEI=24;
If A£VAE£I= 15 THEN SA£VABSI=5:3; If ASVA£EI=5 IHEN SA£VAEEI=26;
If A£VAE£I= 16 THEN SASVABSI=5i3; If ASVAEEI=6 THEN SA£VA££I=27;
If A£VAB£I= 17 THEN SA£VABSI=5*3; If ASVABEI=7 THEN £A£VAEEI=29;
If A£VAE£I= 18 THEN SA£VABSI=6(); If ASVA£EI=8 IHEN £A£VAEEI=31 ;
If A£?AE£I= 19 THEN SA£VABSI=6;I; If ASVABEI=9 IHEN SA£VA£EI=32;
£A£VABEI=34If A£VAE£I= 20 THEN SA£VABSI=6i3; If ASVA3EI = 10 THEN




If A£VAEKK= 1 'rHEN SA£MBWK=24
;
if ASVABEI=12 THEN £A£VAEEI=37
If A£VAEfcK= 2 :rHEN SA£VABWK=26,
;
ie ASVABEI=13 THEN £A£VABEI=3S
If A£VAE5K= 3 >rHEN SA£*ABWK=27,
; If ASVABEI=14 THEN SASVABEI=4
1
If A£1/AEfcK = 4 irHEN SA£VABWK=28
;
if ASVAEEI=15 THEN £A3VABEI=42
If A£T/AEJiK = c rHEN SASliABWK=30
1 ;
if ASVABEI=16 THEN £A£Vi>£EI=44
If A£?AESK= € II SA£^ABWK=31
;
if ASVABEI=17 THEN SASVAB£I=46
If A£VAEKK= 1 '.rHEN SA£VABWK=33,
,
if ASVAEEI=18 THEN £A£VABEI=4fc
If A£VAEJiK = 8 'rHEN SA£\ABWK=34
; If ASVABEI=19 THEN SAS7AEEI=49
If A£VAEKK= 9 'rHEN SA£1/AEWK=35
Jt
Ip ASVABEI=20 THEN SA£VA3£I=51
If A£VAEKK= 10 THEN SA£VABWK=3 ); If ASVABEI=21 THEN Sfi£VA£EI=53
If A£?AEEK= 11 THEN SA£VABWK=3*3; If ASVABEI=22 THEN £ASVABEI^54
If A£VABliK = 12 THEN SA£VABWK = 3<3; If ASVABEI=23 THEN £A£VABEI=56
If A£VAE5K= 13 THEN SA£VABWK=4 ! ; If ASVABEI=24 THEN SA£Vi>EEI=5£
If A£VAEfcK= 14 THEN SA£VABHK=4;I; If ASVABEI=25 THEN SA£VABEI=5S
If A£VAE*K= 15 THEN SA£VABWK=4i»; If ASVABEI=2b THEN SA£VAEEI=61
If A£?AEflK= 16 THEN SA£VABWK=4!3; If ASVABEI=27 THEN SA£VAEEI=63
If A£VAEKK= 17 THEN SA£VABWK = 4<3; If ASVABEI=28 THEN SA£VAB£I=64
If A£T/AEWK = 18 THEN SASVA3WK=4*3; If ASVABEI=29 THEN SA£VAB£I=66
If A£VAE»K= 19 THEN SA£VABWK=4<) ; If ASVABEI=30 THEN SA£VABEI=66
If A£"8AERK = 20 THEN SA£VABWK=5(); If ASVAENO=0 THEN SA£VAENC=20;
If A£T7AEfcK = 21 THEN SA£VABWK=5;I; IF ASVAENO=1 IHEN £A£VAENC=20 ;
If A£VABSK= 22 THEN SA£VABWK=5:3 If ASVAENO=2 IHEN £A£VA£NC = 2 1 ;
If A£VABfiK= 23 THEN SA£VABWK=5<3; If ASVAENO=3 THEN £A£VAENC=22 ;
If A£VABfcK= 24 THEN SA£VABWK = 5<3; If ASVAEN0=4 IHEN £A£VA£NC=23;
If A£?AEtiK = 25 THEN SA£VABWK=5'1; IF ASVAENO=5 IHEN £A£VAENC=24;
If A£?AEfiK= 26 THEN SA£VABWK=5<3 If ASVAENO=6 THEN SA£VAENC=25;
If A£VAE5iK = 27 THEN SA£VABWK=6(); If ASVAENO=7 IHEN SA£VAENC=26 ;
If A£?AEfiK= 28 THEN SA£VABWK=6;I; If ASVAENO=8 THEN SA£VAENC=27
;
If A£VAEJiK = 29 THEN SA£VABWK=6:3; If ASVAENO=9 IHEN SA£VA£NC=28:
If A£VABNO= 10 THEN SASVABNO=2<3 If ASVABNO=31 THEN SA£Vi\ENO = 5C
If A£ -BAEKC = 11 THEN SA£VABNO=3(); If ASVABNO=32 THEN SASVABNO=51
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IF ASVAENC= 12 IE EN SA£VABNO== 31
;
IF ASVABNO== 33 THEN SASVABNO= = 52
IF ASVAENC= 13 THEN SASVABNO== 32 IF ASVABNO== 34 THEN S2SVflBNO= 53
IF ASVAEKC= 14 THEN SASVABNO== 33, IF ASVABNO== 35 THEN SASVABNO^ = 54
IF ASVAENC= 15 THEN SASVABNO== 34, IF ASVABNO== 36 THEN SASVAENC= = 55
IF ASVAENO= 16 THEN SASVABNO== 35
;
if ASVABNO== 37 THEN SASVABNO= 56
IF ASVAENC= 17 THEN SASVABNO== 36 IF ASVABNO;= 38 THEN SASVAENO= = 57
IF ASVAENC= 18 THEN SASVABNO^= 37, ; if ASVABNO== 39 THEN SiSV JEMO= = 5£
IF ASVAENC= 19 THEN SASVABNO = 38
,
IF ASVABNO== 40 THEN SASVAEKO=59
IF ASVAEtiC = 20 THEN SASVAENO== 39
;
if ASVABNO;= 41 IHEN SASVABNO== 60
IF ASVABNC= 21 THEN SASVABNO = 40
;
if ASVABNO== 42 THEN SASVAENO= = 61
IF ASVABNC= 22 THEN SASVABNO== 41
,
IF ASVABNO;= 43 THEN SASVABNO== 62
IF ASVAENC= 23 THEN SASVABNO== 42
;
if ASVABNO== 44 THEN SASVAENO== 63
IF ASVAENC= 24 THEN SASVABNO = 43
;
if ASVABNC== 45 THEN SASVAENC== 64
IF ASVABNC= 25 THEN SASVABNO-= 44 ; if ASVAENO== 46 THEN £A£VABNO== 65
IF ASVAENC= 26 THEN SASVABNO-= 45
;
if ASVABNO== 47 THEN SASVAENO= 66
IF ASVABNC= 27 THEN SASVABNO== 46 ; if ASVABNO== 48 THEN £A£VABNO== 67
IF ASVAENC= 28 THEN SASVABNO^= 47
;
if ASVABNO== 49 THEN SASVAENO== 68
IF ASVA£NC= 29 THEN SASVABNO = 48
;
if ASVABNO== 50 THEN SASVABNO== 6S
IF A£VAEKC= 20 THEN SASVABNO-= 49
* THE FCILCWING STATEMENTS CREATE THE NUMERIC VAEIABIE
•LC£MMH£' FROM THE VAEIAE1E 'INTHSRV'.;
YIAfl=£UE£T£ (LNGTHSfV- 1.2) ;
MCN1H=£CESTR (INGTHS£V,3, 2) ;
YEA£S=YEAR+0;
MCiJIES = MCNTH + 0;
LCSMN1HS=YEARS*12+£CNTHS ;
* EECCEING TO A CATEGCEICAL VAEIABLE.
;
II MEIIDIND=10 THIK DEPENDTS=0; ELSE DEPENETS=1;
* CONVERTING CHAEACTEF VARIAEIES TO NUMERIC;
NUES£AY=HYPAYGRD+C; NU NCIIC=NOTRCMD+0 ;
* TO EIFINE THE HIGHEST PAYGRALE ACHIEVED, ACCORDING
TO IEE DMIC FIIE.
;
IF IIIEF1G1=8209 TEEN PA XGE AEE=PAYGRDE1
:
II UIEIIG1 NE 82CS THEN PA YGRADE=PAYGRDE3 ;
II PAYGRADE=0 THEN P A YGR ADE=PA YGRDE 1
;
II IASGEADE = THEN P A YGR ADE = . ' ;
* CREATING IHE ASVAB COMPOSITE VARIABLE USED WHEtf
CLASSIIYING AC'S- A*iD ASSIGNING A DUMMY VARIABLE
TO IEINIIIY THCSE SEC ACHIEVED THE MINIMUM SCORE.;
AECCMICS = SASVABAI+SASVABEI+SASVABGS+SASVABMK;
II AICCMfOS GE 19C THEN AEMINSCfi=1;
EISE ADMINSCR=0;
* SETTING 0E DUMMY VARIABLES IC ALLOW ANALYSIS OF
RACE ANE SEX EEFECIS.;
II EACE=1 THEN WHITE=1
II £AC£=2 THEN BLACK=1
II EACE=3 THEN OTEIE=1





CREATING A RANEOM VAEIABLE TC ALLOW THE EATA TO
BE SEIIT RANDOMLY Iti HALF;
II EANUM(O) <= .5 THEN £ANIALI1 = 1; ELSE RANDALL1 = 0;
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I K 1EE 16 = NUSEX*TER KI NIT;
INTER 17 = NUSEX*S AS "UEAI;
IN1EE18=NUSEX*ADM^SCR;
INTEE19=IERMENLT*£ASVABAI;
I K 3EB 20= TEE B ENLT* A IUI NSC E;
INIEE:1=SASVAEAI*AIMINSCE;
* THE ECIICWING 1INES CEEATI EIEFERENT CRITERION
VARIAEIES.;
II ((SERVICE1 EQ 2) AND ( (IAYGEADE GE 4) AND
JNUH2PAY GE 4)1) THEN SUCCPAYG=1;
EISE SUCCPAYG=C*
IF ENI£YYR=78 AND E&IRYMIH GE 10 THEN LATE£NLI=1;
EISE LATEENLT=C*
IP 1AEMS1 GE 43 OE '{TAFMS1 GE 45 AND 1ATEENLT= 1)
TEEN SUCCIAF=1; EISE SUCCTAF=0
;
IE ELGRELP1=4 THEN SUCCREUP=0; EISE S0CCRSUP=1
;
IE SUCCREUP=1 AND £UCCIA£=1 AND SUCCPAYG=1
TEEN SDCCESS2=1; EISE SDCCESS2=0;
IABEI
ESDG =EIGH SCHOOI C-RADUA I E ( 1) - OIHEfi(Q)
EEPENDI£=SIKGLE, NC IEPENDEMS (0), OTHERWISE (1)
CHYEC =CCNVERTED NCKEER OE YEARS OF EDUCATION
KUHYEAX =NHEC FIIE— E1GHEST PAXGEADE ATTAINED
NUNCTEC =NHEC— NOT RECOMMENDED FOR RE-ENII S 1M ENT
IAYGEADE=DMDC-BASED EIGHEST PAS-GRADE ATTAINED
SASVAEGI=STANDAREIZEE SCORE - GENERAL INFORMATION
SASVAENC=SIANDAE£IZEI SCORE -NUMERICAL OPERATIONS
SASVAEAE=SIANDAREIZE£ SCORE - ATTENTION TO DETAIL
£ASVAEWK=SIANDARIIZEI SCORE - WORD KNOWLEDGE
SASVAEAE=STANDAREIZED SCORE -ARITHMETIC REASONING
SASVAESE=SIANDAR£IZEE SCORE - SPACE PERCEPTION
SASVAEMK=SIANDAEEIZEI SCORE - MATH KNOWIEDGE
SASVAEEI=SIANDAREIZEI SCORE - ELECTRONIC I N EO
SASVAEMC=STANDAREIZEI SCORE - MECH COMPREHENSION
£ASVAEGS=SIANDAREIZEE SCORE - GENERAL SCIENCE
SASVAESI=STANDAEEIZEE SCORE - SHOP INFORMATION
£ASVAEAI=STANDAREIZEE SCORE - AUTO INFORMATION
WHITE ={1} WHITE, EISE (0)
ELACK =|1) BLACK, EISE (0)
CTHER =(1) NEITHER EIACK NCR WHITE, ELSE (0)
NUSEX = <1) MALE, (C) EEMAIE
ADCOMPC£=AD ASVAE COMIOSITE
ADMIN£CE=AE ASVAE C02ICSITE SCREEN
EANEAII1=VAE. TO ALICS A RA NDC I! 50-50 SPLIT
IOSMNIH£=IEKGTH CF SERVICE IK SCNTHS
ENTR?GEE=ENIBY GROUP CIASSI EIC AIIONS
IATEEKII=ENIERED AFTEE SEP 78 (1) , OTHERWISE (0)




























aYG=n,0) SUCCESS ON PAYGEADE
EU£=j1,0j EIIGIEIE TO EEENLIST


























frequency dis tr itutions and correlations used for
descriptive analysis of the AD data set are z ortained in
Tables XIV and XV.
lie frequencies stow that 92 percent of the AD data set
tiere 17 tc 21 years cf age, 79 percent had a high school
degree, 97 percent *ere single, and 98 percent were nale.
Even though BLACK aid OTHEB only represented 17 and 6
percent cf the sample respectively, their criterion scores
were significantly different compared to WHITE criterion
scores. Thus, BLACK and OTfcEE emerged as predictors in seme
cf the models. It is interesting to note that 40 percect of
the sau^le achieved tie paygrade E-5. Using achievement of
E-5 rather than E-4 in the composite success criterion would
produce greater variability on the criterion which nay
improve the models.
Cne third of the cases in the data did not score 190 or
greater en the AC ccncosite score. These cases are either
people who were classified prior to correcting the £SVA3
Eorms 5,6 and 7 misnerming prohlems, or people who nigrated
to the AE rating siisegueit to service entry. This nay
partially explain the negative correlations these variables




FINAL BATING AS IISTED BY D.M.D.C.










55 1 3 0.036 C.1C9
57 c 8 0. 182 C.291
59 " 11 0. 109 C.4C0
61 ^i 12 0.036 0-457
62 6 18 0.218 C.655
62 7 25 0.255 C.910
64 " 28 0. 109 1.C19
66 36 64 1.311 2.350
68 54 1 18 1.966 4.296
70 66 164 2.403 6.6S8
71 24 208 0.874 7.572
72 145 353 5.278 12.850
72 c 358 0.182 15.052
74 106 464 3.859 16.891
75 50 514 1.820 16-711
76 37 551 1.347 20.058
77 78 629 2.839 22.398
76 188 817 6.844 29-742
79 172 989 6.261 36.0C3
80 13 1 1120 4.769 40.772
81 105 1225 3.822 44.5S4
82 51 1276 1.857 46.451
82 569 1845 20.714 67. 164
8a 90 1935 3.276 7 0.4 40
85 2 19 27- 0.0 73 70.513
86 12 1950 0.473 70.967
87 11 1 2061 4.041 75.027
88 424 2465 15.435 90-462
89 27 2512 C.983 91.445
90 208 2720 7.572 99.017
91 5 2723 0. 109 99-126
92 Hw 2728 0.182 99.308
92 4 2732 0.146 99-454
94 1 2733 0.036 99-490
95 14 2747 0.510 UC.CCO
AFCT GfCUPS (5,4C,4B,4A,3B,3A,2,1)
AIC.TGBPS FSEQUIACY CUM FREQ PEBCENI CU1 PEBCENT
1 4 4 0. 142 0- 142
2 61 65 2. 163 2.3C5
"3 280 345 9.929 12.254
4 599 944 21.241 35.475
c 795 1759 28. 191 61.667
6 545 2264 19.326 6C.993
7 505 2769 17.908 98.901
8 31 2820 1.099 1CC-000
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E81II PAY GRACE (EOO--011)






























































CONVERTEI NUMBER OE YEARS OE EDUCATION

































SINGLE, NC EEPENEENIS Id), OTHERWISE (1)













(1) MALE (0) FEMALE.































(1J HE1TE, (2) ELACK, (3) OTHER
IACE FREQUENCY CUM EREQ PERCENT CUS PERCENT
1 2184 2184 77.447 77.447
2 466 2652 16.596 94.043
-
166 2820 5.957 10C.000
AE ASVAE \ CCMPCSITE SCREEN
AI2INSCE FREQUENCY COM EREQ PERCENI CUM PEECENI
945 945 33.511 35.511
1 1875 2820 66.489 1CC.0C0
VAR TO ALLCM A RANDOM 50-50 SPLIT
EANIALL1 FREQUENCY CCM EREQ PERCENI CUM PERCENT
1380 1360 48.936 48.936
1 144C 2820 51.064 ICC. 000
INTEI-SERVICE SEPARATION CCDE
ISC3 FREQUENCY CUM EREQ PERCENT CUS PERCENT
1 106 1106 39.220 5S.220
1 1495 26C1 53.014 92.254
6C 22 2623 0.780 95.014
61 6 2629 0.213 95.227
65 1 2630 0.035 95.262
64 7 2657 0.248 93.511
65 61 2698 2.163 95.674
67 14 2712 0.496 96. 170
71 7 2719 0.248 96.416
73 15 2754 0.532 96.950
74 1 27 55 0.035 96.966
75 2 2757 0.071 97.057
76 7 2744 0.243 97.5C5
78 22 2766 0.780 98.085
80 4 2770 0.142 98.227
82 2C 27S0 0.709 98.956
86 3C 2820 1.064 1CC.0C0
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DMDC-BASII HIGHEST PAY-GRADE ATTAINED
FAYGEAEE FEEQUEKCY COM EfiEQ PERCENT CUM PEECENI
1 11C 110 3.901 2.901
2 108 218 3.830 1.720
* 231 449 8.191 15.922
4 1259 1708 44.645 60.567
c 1 11C 2818 39.362 99.929
6 2 2820 0.071 1CC.CC0
NHRC Fill— HIGHEST PAYGRADE ATTAINED





































HIGH I5YGEADE SUCCESS CEITERION.








































MONTHS OF TCTI. ACTIVE FED. HILIT.












































16 9 53 0.319 1.879
17 c 58 0- 177 2.057
18 S 67 0.319 2.376
19 1 1 78 0.390 2.766
20 ^ 61 0.106 2.672
21 c 66 0. 177 3.050
22 c S1 0. 177 2.227
2- 1C 101 0.355 5.562
24 s 110 0.319 2-9C1
25 c 115 0. 177 4.078
26 10 125 0.355 4.423
27 8 133 0.284 4.716
28 7 140 0.243 4.965
2S c 145 0.177 5.142
3C 2 147 0.071 5.213
2 1 7 154 0.248 5.461
32 4 158 0.142 5.6C3
3 t: c 163 0.177 5-780
34 4 167 0. 142 5.S22
35 - 170 0.106 6.028
36 7 177 0.248 6.277
37 10 187 0.355 6.621
36 7 1S4 0.243 6-879
3S c 1S9 0.177 7.057
40 7 206 0.243 7. 305
<I1 6 212 0.213 7.518
42 6 218 0.213 7.720
43 c 223 0.177 7.9C8
44 4 227 0.142 8.050
45 76 3C3 2.695 10.745
46 91 3S4 3.227 12.972
m 248 642 8.794 22.766
48 1 113 1755 39.468 62.254
49 97 1852 3.440 65.674
5C 91 1943 3.227 68.901
51 11 1 2054 3.936 72.857
52 56 2110 1.986 74.823
c
- 51 2161 1.809 76.631
54 61 2222 2.163 78.7S4
55 57 2279 2.021 80.8 16
56 55 2334 1 .9 50 82.766
57 48 2362 1.702 84.468
58 34 2416 1.206 85.674
cc 57 2473 2.021 87.695
60 53 2526 1.879 8S.574
ei 5S 2565 2.092 91.667
62 53 26 38 1.879 92.546
63 36 2674 1.277 94.823
64 30 2704 1.064 95.867
65 16 27 2 0.567 96.454
66 22 2742 0.780 97.234
67 12 2755 0.461 97.695
68 20 2775 0-709 98.4C4
6S 15 27S0 0-532 98.936
70 11 28C1 0.390 9S.326
71 17 2818 0.603 99.929
















































































































































































































































































































































lie first number is the correlation be: ween
the predictor and the criterion, the second




Eegression aialysis attempts to predict cr explain the
values cf the criterion variable with one or moc e predictor
variables. The following sections expand ufon the discus-
sion cf regression analysis presented in Chapter IV.
A. ffCQJBEMEMTS AND ASSOMPlICfiS
Wter conducting regression analysis, certain require-
ments must re met or assumed. One of these requirements is
the use cf guantitative variables. s Application of regres-
sion procedures alsc requires normality (the value of the
dependent variable must be normally distributed at each
value of the independent variable) , homoscedasticit y (the
variation around the regression line must be constant for
all values cf the independent variable) , and independence of
error (the residual difference between an observed and
predicted value cf the dependent variable must be indepen-
dent fcr each value cf the predictor variable) . Anctner
reguirement of linear regression is that a straight-lire cr
linear relationship exist between eacn independent variable
and the dependent variable. for purposes of this study, and
based cr initial investigation, these requirements are
assumed to he met. F.cwever, an extensive effort to evaluate
these assumptions by transforming the variables or employing
complex statistical analysis packages has net been
conducted.
~1he inclusicn cf qualitative or categorical variables




Ihe £AS Stepwise process considers each of the candidate
independent variables for inclusion in the model by deter-
nininc the contribution the variable makes to the ircdel.
Ihis deternination is accomplished by calculating the
partial I statistic fcr the variable, and adding it tc the
model if it meets the specified entry significance level.
After a variable is added, the stepwise method then lccJ<s at
all the variables in the model and deletes any variatle that
does net prcvide an I statistic sufficient to meet the spec-
ified significance level for remaining in the model. This
process of adding and deleting variables continues until
none ci the variables has an F statistic significant to
enter cr leave the mcdel. 6 £Eef- 12]
C- IINfiB SEGBESSIOB
Simple linear regression is concerned with findirc the
statistical model or eguaticn that best "fits" the original
data. His is accomplished by defining a straight line that
minimizes tie differences between the actual value of the
dependent variable and the value that would be predicted
from tie fitted line of regression. The SAS Regression
procedure uses a mathematical technique, the le ast-sguares
method, tc produce such an equation for the best linear
model. Ihis eguaticn provides the intercept and slope of
the saiple predictor variable. With multiple linear regres-
sion, these slopes represent the unit change in the depen-
dent variatle per urit change in the independent variable,
taking into account the effects of the other independent
variables, and are referred to as net regression coeffi-
cients. Ihe sample regression coefficients of the predictor
Mhis study usee the SAS Stepwise default significance
level cf .15 for varialles to enter or remain in the model.
variables are then used as estimates of the respective poju-
laticr jiaraiteters. lor illustration, the program used to










* THIS FIOGEAM CALCUIMES TEE VALIDITY CF A REGRESSION





* THE BAKDCM VARIAE1E CREATED IN ADNEtfVAR' IS NOW USEE
TO SUIT THE DATA APPROXIMATELY IN HAIF. •EERIVA 1 IS




II EAKIAIL1 = 1;
EATA VillEA:
SE1 CJ1TA1:
IF EAKEAIL1 = 0;
* A EICCK EEGRESSION IN NOW RUN ON DERIVA TO COMPUTE ANE
OU1PUI THE PARAMETEE ESTIMATES {BETAS) THAT RESULT
FROM TfcE EEGRESSIOK. THE BETAS ARE WRITIEN TO THE DATA-
SET WCEK.EETAD- TEE MODEI IS GIVEN THE LAEEL ' TAFMEAIV';
PROC EFG EAIA=DEBIVA CUTEST = EETAE
:
lAFMHATVzMODEL TAFKS1 = ADMINSCR TERMENLT DEPE NETS EIACK
HSEG OTHER NUSEX / SIE;
TITLE REGRESSING ON EFRIVA;
* THE KEJil STEP IS TC APPLY THE REGRESSION FORMULA (IHE
BETAS) TO THE EATA IN THE VAIIBATION SAMPLE AND CAICUIA1E
THE PREDICTED SCORE FOR EACH CASE IN VALIDA. IHE PEEE-
ICIEC SCCEES ARE WHITEN TC WOEK. PREDI AFV . SAS USES IHE
MOEFI IAEEL (TAFMHilV) AS THE VARIABLE NAME FOR THE VALIDA
PREEICIEE SCORES. IHE SCORE PROCEDURE PRODUCES NO
PRINIEI OOTPUT.;
PROC SCCEE CUT=PREDTAFV TYPE=OIS SCORE=BETAD
IiTA=VALIDA PREDICT*
VAE AEMINSCfi IERMIMT DEPENDTS BLACK
HSDG OTHER NUSEX;
* THE FIRST VALIDITY COEFFICIENT IS NOW CALCULATED EY FIND-
ING TEE CORRELATION EITWEEN VALIDA'S ACTUAL SCORES AND
VALIIA'S PREDICTED SCORES.;
IROC CCEE IMA = PEEET£EV;
VIE IAEMS1 IAFMEMV;
TITLE FIESI VALIDITY COEFFICIENT.;
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* NCR 1C EEEEAT THE EBOCESS IC 01ILIZE THE DOUELE CFCSS-
VA1JIA2ICK TECHNIQGI. THIS TIME A BEGEESSICN TS F.UN
ON VAI1EA ANE THE EFSULTING EETAS (BETAV) AEE USEE 1C
PEEETCT TIE SCOEES CE THE CASES IN DEBIVA- DEBIVA'S
ACTUAL ANE PBEIICIII SCOBES AEE THEN COEEELATED TO
FINE TEE SECOND VALIDITY COEFFICIENT.;
PEOC EEG EATA=VAIIDA CUTEST=EEIA V
•
IAFMHATE:MODEI TAF£S1 = ADMINSCE TEBEENLI DEPENETS EIACK
ESEG OTHEE NUSEX / SIE;
TITLE EEGEESSING ON VALIDA;
EEOC SCCFE CUI=PBEDTAFE IYPE=CIS SCOEE=£ETAV
EATA=EEEIVA PEFEICT;
V&I AIMINSCE TEfiflFMT DEPENETS BLACK
HSDG CTHEE NUSEX;
IBOC CCEF I ATA=PEEETAFE;
VIE TAFMS1 TAEMEATD;






Discriainant Analysis allows observations to be classi-
fied intc two or more groups en the basis of one or mere
numeric -variables. Ihe following sections expand upon the
discussion cf discriiiinant analysis presented in Charter IV.
lor illustration, lable XVII shows the program usee to
produce tie classification matrices for the derivation and
valicaticr samples fcr Model A.
A. I1CD1BIBENTS AND iSSUMPUCNS
As was the case with regression analysis, discriiiinant
analysis also requires that certain basic assumptions be
met. first, the observations in the data set siculd be
members cf twe ci more mutually exclusive groups.,
therefore, the groups must te defined so that each case will
belong to enly one group. Another statistical property
required cf discrimixating variables is that they may net be
linear combinations cf other variables- Thus, the sum or
average of several variables may not be used along with
those variatles. Itere are three other assumptions to be
considered. The population covariance matrices iiust be
equal fci each group, each grcup is to be drawn from a popu-
lation which has a aultivariate normal distribution , and
discrinirating variatles must te measured at the interval or
ratic levels. Ideally, these variables will be ccctinuous,
hut tiey need net te. [Bef. 17] This study assumes these
requirements have beer met. However, an effort to evaluate
these picpeities was cot conducted since, in practice, the
discrininan t analysis technique is rather robust and can
tolerate scae deviation froa these assumptions £Bef. 18].
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I. IISCEIfllNANT ANAITiSIS
The first step cf discriminant analysis is to weight and
linearly ccmtine the discr imitating variables so that the
groups will be as statistically distinct as possible- The
derived eguations, called discriminant functions, combine
the croup characteristics using a measure of generali2ed
sguared distance 7 that will allow one to identify the crcup
to which a case belongs or most closely resembles.
Ihe classif icaticn process may assume that membership in
a group has egual likelihood cf occurring. However, it nay
be mere desirable tc incorporate the prior probability of
group membership intc the classification function tc imprcve
prediction accuracy or minimize the cost of prediction
errors. In this studj, membership in a success grcup was on
the crder cf 80 percent. Therefore, it was appropriate to
consider prior probabilities so that those cases predicted
as unsuccessful would be classified as such only if strong
evidence exists that they belong there.
The ultimate concern in developing a mathematical model
is that it predict well or provide a reasonable description
cf the real world. Cnce a model is developed which provides
satisfactory discrimination for cases of group memhership,
classiiication functiens may he derived and applied tc the
classification cf new cases with unknown group membership.
A gocd test of the adeguacy and accuracy of the discriminant
model is the percentage of correct classifications, commonly
called the "hit-rate". This test is accomplished by
applying the classification function to the known cases from
which tie function was derived. The percentage of correctly
7 lhe procedure cenducted a likelihood ratio test of
homogeneity of the within-grcup covariance matrices for each
model. This test was statistically significant fcr each
model. Therefore, the within-group matrices were used as
the basis cf the measure of generalized squared distacce in
developing the classif icaticn criterion. [Bef. 12]
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classified cases provides an indication of tiie accuracy of
the procedure and irdirectly confirms the degree cf grcup
separation. The results may he depicted in a classification
latrii.
fchen the sample size is large enough, as it is ir this
study, a further check of the classification accuracy may he
conducted ty randomly splitting the sample into two sufcsets.
Ihe classification function is derived on one suhset and
validated on the otter suhset. A comparison of the two




Sample Discrimirart Analysis Program





CPTIOS IS = £0 NOCENIFI:
* THIS EOEPCSE OF THIS PBOGBAfl IS TO ALIOW THE V&IIDIIY
OF A EISCEItflNANT ECEEI TC EF INV ES TIG AT EE. A CLASS-
IFICATION FUNCTION IS DEEIVEE FEOM THE DEEIVA S AMPIE
ANI THIS FUNCTION IS USED TC CLASSIFY THE CASES IN IBS
VA1IEATICN rOE HCLI-OUT) SAMPLE. THE TWO CIASSI F IC AT 10
N
MAIEICIES ABE THEN DSED TC AILCW THE 'HIT BATE' ON EACH




* USI1>G TEE EANDCJd VAFIAELE TC SPLIT THE SAMPLE APPECXIt-
AIEIY IN EALF. ;
EATA EFEIVA:
SET EATA1:




* CAICUIAIIKG THE CL ASSIFIC AIIC N MATBIX FOE DEEIVA ANE
WBITING OCT THE CL ASSIFIC ATIC N FUNCTION DERIVED FBCM
DEEIVA IC ROBK.D.
;
IEOC EISCElfi DATA=DEFIVA OUI=E FCCL=TESI;
CIASS SDCCTAF:
VAE EEIFNDTS HSDG BLACK TEBMENLT
NCSEX CTHEE ADMINSCE;
PE1CFS EJOPCEIIONM:
TITIE EISCEIM ON DEBI\A. ;
* NCK TEE CIASSIFICAIICN FUNCIICN FBOM EEBIVA IS USEE TC
CLASSIIY THE CASES IN VALIEA.;
IBOC EISCBIM DATA=D IESIDAT A=VALIDA
;
IESICIASS SUCCTAF "





This appendix provides further details or the irfcma-
tion contained in Chapter V, and gives examples of the SAS
programs and outputs.
A. CAICCIA1ION OF CII1 PBOEAEJLIIIES
Ihe method used tc calculate cell probabilities in this
study depends on whether a regression or a discriminant
model is being evaluated. A regression model can be viewed
simply as a formula for calculating predicted scores,
whereas a discriminant model actually classifies cases as
predicted successes or predicted failures. Eecause of this
difference, the calculation of cell probabilities is mere
complicated for regression models than for discriminant
models.
1 Eeqressicn M cdels
A regression model and the data from wnich it has
develcjed provide information on the predicted and actual
scores fcr each case. In order to classify these cases, into
the fcur selection outcomes, the cut score on the predictor
and the score en tie criterion above which people are
considered to be successful must be known. If the criterion
is constructed as a dichotcmcus (success/fail) variable,
then the cases assigned a value of "one" are considered
successful and those with a value of "zero" are considered
unsuccessful. If the criterion is a continuous variable
(such as length of service) then a value on the scale mrst
be chosen as the dividing line between success and failure.
S3
Ihe choice cf the cut score is net such a simple matter, and
cannct te arbitrarily assigned as can the distinction
between success and fail. The choice of the cut sccre, as
mentioned tefore, cften depends on the desired selection
ratic. In the absence of information on the desired selec-
tion ratio, cell probabilities are calculated for each of
irany possible cut scores, and a cut score is eventually
chosen tased on which set cf cell probabilities maxini2es
the utility of the mcdel. In a data set containing actual
and predicted scores, different sets of ceil probabilities
can be calculated if each predicted score is considered to
be a cut sccre. Tatle XVIII contains five pairs of actual
and predicted scores fchich will be used to illustrate tne
irethed.
TABIE XVIII
Illustrative Actual and Predicted Scores







In this illustration, cases who serve 4 8 iicnths or
longer are considered to te successful. Each different
predicted score will be considered as a cut score and cell
counts fcr each cut sccre will be calculated. If the cut
score is 44 months, then all cases with a predicted scene of
44 months or mere kill be accepted, and those with a
predicted score of less than 44 months will be rejected. In
this exactle, for a cut scene of 44, all cases will be
accepted. No cne is rejected, therefore, valid negatives
and false negatives will te zero. Of the five cases
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accented, three have actual ICS of 48 mcnths cr mere
(successes) . Therefcre, the number of valid positives is
three- Iwc of the iive cases accepted had actual ICS cf
less than 48 months (failures). Therefore, false pesitives
will be two. Thus tie first set of cell probabilities that
result when the cut score is 44 are: PVP = 3/5 , PFf = 2/5,
PFN = and PVN = 0. The next set of cell probabilities
will result when 46 months is considered to be the cut
score. Cne case had a predicted LOS of less than 46,
Therefore, he would be rejected. His actual LOS is 50
months, sc he was falsely rejected, i.e. FN = 1. Nc cne
else was rejected so VN =0. Pour cases had a predicted 10S
cf 46 cr greater so all four would be accepted. Cf these
four, two lad actual IOS of less than 48 months (FE) , and
two had actual LCS of 48 months or more (VP) . Thus for a
cut sccre cf 46, PVP = 2/5, PfP = 2/5, PFN = 1/5 and PVN =
C. Ibis process is repeated until five sets of cell jreb-
abilities (one for each different predicted sccre) are
calculated.
2 • riscrimicant t cdels
In a discriminant model the criterion is a categcr-
ical (0,1) variable- The output from the SAS Discriminant
procedure is a twe by two table where the cases are
predicted to be either a "zero" or a "one", and the
predicticn is compared to the actual sccre. Table XIX gives
an abbreviated example of the output from the discriminant
procedure.
The columns are the model's predicted scores for the
"750 cases in this hypothetical sample. Here the irocel
predicts that 300 of the cases will sccre "zero" en the
criterion, and it predicts that 450 of the cases will sccre
"one" en the criterion. Ihe rows are the actual scores of









1 200 300 500
Total 300 450 750
500 people actually scored "one" (successes). Because, in
effect, tie discriminant procedure chooses its cwn cut
score, the four cell probabilities can be derived directly
from the output. The predicted "ones" are people that the
model classifies as accept. Of these 450, 150 actually
failed sc they are false positives, and the remaining 500
fcere successful, so they are valid positives. Of the 500
cases that the mcdel would have rejected (predicted
"zercs") , 100 were failures (valid negatives) i nd 200 were
successes (false negatives) . Again the cell protarilities
are fcund ry dividirc each ccunt by the number cf cases.
Therefore, PVP = 300/150, PEP = 150/750, PEN = 200/75C and
PVN = 1CC/750. For a discriminant model, there is cnly cne
set cf cell probabli ties to he calculated.
E. ESUIJATION Of CE1I UTILITIES
In cider to calculate the overall utility of a mcdel,
utilities associated kith each selection outcome need to be
estimated. "Although the assignment of utility values to
outcomes may very well be the •Achilles Heel' of decision
theory, it is not a problem that can be ignored £} any
institution that makes personnel decisions." [Ref. 19]
Ideally each selection outcome should have a uniguely
estimated utility. Because of the difficulty in estimating
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utilities fcr each cutcome (particularly for the false and
valid negatives) , relative utilities are estimated. It is
apparent that a person vho is correctly selected (valid
positive) has a positive worth to the organization. A
reascnalle estimate cf this worth is the marginal product of
the employee. In this study it is assumed that the navy
compensates sailors at the full value of their marginal
product, and the Billet Cost Model provides an estimate of
the cost to the Navy of staffing a billet [Bef. 16].
Eecause relative utilities are the issue at this time, the
utility cf a valid positive (01) is assigned the value of
+ 1.
It is a reasonarle assumption that the utility cf a
false positive is a negative cumber. As the employee was
not judced to be successful, his marginal product was prob-
ably less than the marginal cost to keep him in the jet. In
additicn a joor perfcimer may adversely affect the perform-
ance and productivity of his fellow employees, and when he
leaves, additional expense is necessary to find a replace-
ment. Cn the other hand, it is unlikely that a pcor
performer dees net contribute anything to the organization,
and thus it is obviously difficult to estimate the magnitude
cf the disutility of a false positive. In this study a
minor form cf sensitivity analysis is undertaken to circum-
vent this estimation difficulty, and expected overall utili-
ties are calculated for three different relative values of
false positive utility (02) . These values are -.5, -1, and
a relatively extreme assumption, -2.
The disutility of a false negative is also difficult to
estimate, partly because it is net known what happens tc the
applicant after he is rejected. If the Navy rejects an
applicant tc the AD rating but accepts him in another rating
where te is subseguertly successful, then his disutility
could te reasonably argued to be zero. If, however, the
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Kavy rejects him altogether when he would have teen
successful if selected, then the costs of attracting and
testing him are wasted and additional costs are required to
attract and test another applicant. These costs will depend
en the state of the recruiting market at the time. If there
are cany good guality applicants then the disutility of
rejecting a potentially successful applicant may be snail,
igain, as a type oi sensitivity analysis, three relative
values fcr the utility of a false negative (U5) are consid-
ered; 0, -.25 and -.5.
It is net obvious that any utility should be assigned to
04, the utility cf a valid negative. Ihe person would have
failed anyway, so nothing was gained by rejecting him.
Eowever, when viewed from an economises viewpoint in rela-
tion tc opportunity costs, the fact tnat the perscn was
correctly rejected means that the organization did net have
to bear the cost of incorrectly accepting someone who turns
cut tc be unsuccessful. Thus, correctly rejecting an appli-
cant is cf egual and opposite utility to incorrectly
accepting him. Therefore, 04 = -02-
Ihe use of relative utilities is a convention to
simplify the estimation of cell utilities. In the above
discussicn relative utilities are estimated on the basis
that the utility of a valid positive is +1. However, the
values of 11 through 04 that are used in the fornula for
overall expected utility, (Sguation 5.1), need tc be
expressed in actual dcllars. As mentioned above, the Eillet
Cost Kodel is used tc estimate the utility of a valid posi-
tive. Ihe standard manyear cost of an E-4 Aviation
Cachirisfs Mate is 114,163. This cost comes froii financial
year 1983 data and represents the total cost to the Navy of
creating and filling a job slot over one full year.
[fief. 16] & utility of +1 is therefore equivalent to
+$24,163, a utility cf -.5 will be -$12,082, and so en.
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C. PfCGfAMS USEE TO CALCULATE UTILITIES
As mentioned in Section A. above, the calculation or
cell pxcratilities for a regression model is a fairly
tedicus and repetitive procedure. This section certains
three sample programs used to calculate the expected utility
cf a model. Explaiatory comments are provided following
each set cf SAS statements. The first program (Table XX)
computes the predicted criterion score for each case and
writes the results cut to a file called "BIYHATA". larle
XXI shews part of tie output from the first program. Ihe
second pxegxam^s main purpose (Table XXII) is to calculate
the cell pi cbabilities that wculd result if each different
predicted score were used as a cut score. The cell prob-
abilities are writter out to a file called "BTUTI1A". Ihe
prograir alsc calculates the expected utilities for one set
cf cell utilities and outputs the 30 largest utilities that
result (lable XXIII) . The third program (Table XXIV) calcu-
lates tie utilities for six different sets cf cell
utilities.
As explained before, only one set of protarilities
results frcji a discriminant mcdel and these can he readily
gained ficm the discriminant output. No programs were used
to calculate the expected utilities of a discriminant model
and these calculatiors were dene by hand.
r. CAICCIAIION CF BASE IINE DII1ITIES
As described in Chapter V, the utility of the Navy's
original selection strategy (the base line utility) needs to
te calculated in crder for comparisons to te made.
Observation 4 in Table XXIII demonstrates that when all the
cases are accepted (41.0774 is the lowest predicted score),
the selection ratio is obviously 1 and PVP = .860636 (which
is the lase rate) and PFP = 1 - PVP = .139362. No one is
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rejected, therefore PIN and EVN are zero. The expected
utility under these circumstances is:
EO = .S€06:8($24, 162) + . 1 39362 (-$ 12 ,082) + C + = 319,112
As lable XXIII shows, the maximum utility occurs when
the cut score is slightly higher than the lcwes t predicted
score {ttere are five cases with a predicted score cf less
than 42,2692 in Table XXI). Ihis maximum utility (319,155)




First Gtility Analysis Program
//SEIIIII1 JOB (2840, C104) , «SEI CLARK, SMC 1 560 f , CLA££=E//MAIN CRG=NPGVM1.2840P
// I X I C c A c//FIIEIN IE" DISP=SHE«DSN=M£S.S2807.ADAIL4
//FIIECU3 BB UNII=3330V,MSVGP=P UE4A,DISP= (NEW,CAI LG, EEIEI f.)
,
// D£li=MSS.S2840.EIYHAIA,
// ECB=(ELKSI2E = 640 0)//SY£IN EB * .
CPTICKE I£=£0 NOCENIEE;
* THE PCEPCSE Of THIS PROGEAM IS TO CALCULATE THE PEEIICIED
SCCBE ECS EACH CASI (USING THE MODEL DEVELOPED PRE-
ICCSIi), AND 10 HEITE OUT TEE ACTUAL ANE PEEDICIEE
SCCEES 1C A FILE If MASS SICEAGE-;
IATA IATA1:
SI1 FIIEIN. ADALL4 ;
RENAME TAFMS1=Y;
* BEAMING THE CRITERION VAEIABLE;
PEOC BEG EAIA=DATA1 CCTEST= EETAS
;
YHA1:MCEEI Y =
DEEENEIS ESDG ELACK OTHER NUSEX TERMENLT AEMINSCE / SIfi;
TITLE BLCCK REGBESSICN TO OUTPUT BETAS.;
PROC £CCEE CUT=PEEDY TYPE=OIS SCCRE=BETAS DAIA=DATA1 PREDICT;
VAE EEPENETS HSDG EIACK OlfcEE NUSEX TERMENLT ADMINSCE;
* CAICCIAIES THE PEIEICTEB SCORES, ANB WRITES THEM TC
EATAEEI 'PREBY*.
NCIE: THE SCOEE IEOCEDURE TAKES THE MOBEL LABEL (YEA1)




KEIF 2HAI Y SUCCTAI;
PROC SCET EATA=PEEDY2 CUT=F ILECUT. HTYHAI A
;
BY YHAT;
* £CE3£ TEE OUTPUT PILE IMC ASCENDING YHAT ORDER,AM RRIIES OCT TEE SORTED DAIA TO MASS STCRAGE.
;
IATA IE C I •
SET EIIF.CCI. RT5HATA;
II N BE 10 OR ( N GT 1270 AND N LE 1280)
OE "R "GT 27 90;





TITLE TEE FIRST 10, MIDDLE 10 AND LAST 30 OBS OF RTYHATA;
IITIE2;
TITLE!- NCIE: SORTED IN ASCENDING ORDER OF YHAT.;
PROC UNIVARIATE BATA=IILEOU T. RI IHAT A PLOT;
VAR iHAT Y SUCCTAF:
TITLE <IAI£ OF THE ACIUAL AND PREDICTED CRITERION SCCEEE;
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TAEIE XXI
Partial Output from the First Utility Program
JHE FIFST 10, M1ID1E '10 AND LAST 30 OBS CF RUE
NCTE: SOR1IL IN ASCENDING ORDER OF YHAT.



































+ -4 54 57.7992
34 27 57.7992


















Second Utility Analysis Program




y/SAS.WCEK £D SPACE= <CYL, (1 2.4))
//FIIEIN LL DISP=SHE,DSN=M£S.S2840.RIYHATA
//FIIICUI DE UNII=3330V,MSVGF=PUB4A,DISP= (NEW,CATIG,EELIII) ,
// DSN=MSS.S28<4C-flIUTILA #
y/ ECB= (ELKSI2E = 640 0)
y/SYSIN EE *
CPIIOS IS=80 NOCENIEf;
* THE EUEPCSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO WRITE OUT A FIIE 10 MASS
SICEAGE KETCH CONTAINS THE VALUES OF PVP, PEP, PEN ANE EVN
THAI EESU1I WHIN E2CH PREIICTED SCORE IS USED TC SEEAEAIE
THE CASES INTO ACCEET AND REJECT GROUPS (IE. OUTPUT IKE
CEII EECEABILITIES THAT RESUIT WHEN EACH PREDICTED SCCEE
IS CSEI AS A CUTTING SCORE).
THE INEDT FILE CONTAINS 3 VAEIABLES, AND THE OBSERVATIONS
(OR CASES) ARE SORTED IN ASCENDING ORDER CF 'YHAI'. YHAT
IS TEE PREDICTED ICS (FROM TEE MODEL DEVELOEED EARIIEE) OF
EACE CASE. 'Y' IS IfcE ACTUAL ICS IN MONTHS AND •SUCCTSE'
IS A DUflKi VARIAEIE WHERE EACH CASE IS CATEGORIZED AS A
SUCCESS (1) OR AS A FAILURE (0).;




RENAME SDCCTAI = Y;
* THE EAIA IS READ IK AND TEE ACTUAL LOS IN MONTHS VARIAEIE
IS IECPPIE AND THE IUMMY VARIAEIE IS RENAMED ' Y'.;
EROC SUMMARY DATA=DATA1;
VAE i:
CDTECI CCT=DATA2 SCM=NSUCC N = NCASE;
* HERE TEE NUMBER OF SUCCESSEUI CASES IN THE DATA (NSUCC) IS
FOUND EY SUMMING TEE 1'S AND 0«S IN VARIABLE 'Y'. ANCTEEE
VAEIABIE 'NCASE' IS CREATED WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF CASES
IN TEE DATA. THESE IWC VAEIAELES (EACH A SINGLE NUMEER)
ARE WEIITEN TO DAT2 SET WCRK.DATA2.
;
LATA I AT £3 *
IE N Ic. 1 THEN SET DATA2;
Niall~= NCASE-NSUCC;
SEI ££TA1;
* THE VfiEIAELES NCASE, NSUCC AND NFAIL (THE NUMBER OE UNSUC-
CESSEUI CASES IN TEE DATA) AEE ADDED TO DATA1. NCASE,
NSUCC AND NFAII ARE EACH SINGLE NUMBERS THAT ARE EEEEATED
FCE EACH CBSERVATICS. EG. NCASE IS A COLUMN OF SCO'S
(SAY), NSUCC IS A CCIUMN CF 525'S (SAY) AND THEREFCEE
NFAII IS & CCLUMN CE 175'S.:
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IATA IATA4:
S £ i z AT A 3 •
U1 = ;t163[ U2= - 1 2C82; U3 = -6041; U4= 12032;
EEIAIN N2EBO 0;
RETAIN IASTYHAT 0;
IP YEAI NE LASTYHAI THEN LINK CAICS; ELSE IIWK ZIBCS;
If Y=C TEEN NZEBC = 1>ZE£0+ 1 ;
LASJYEll-YHAT;
EI1UEN;
CAICS: VI = NSUCC-( N -1-BZIBO):
II = NIAIL-N^ISO;
IN = N -1-NZERO;
VN = "NZERC
;
UTIL = (U1*VP + 02*11 + U3*FN * U4* VN) / NCASE ;
SEATIO = (VI + EF)/NCASE;
SUCCEAIE = VI/(VP+FE);
EETUBN;
ZEECS; VI =0; II = 0; FN =0; VN = C;
DHL = 0; SEATIO = 0; SOCCEAIE = 0;
BETUEN;
* THIS IS TEE HEAET CI THE IEOGRAM WHEBE SUBTIE LOGIC IS
EMIICYED- »NZEEO' IS A COUNTER WHICH COUNTS THE NUMEEF CI
0*S IN IHE »Y« VAEIABIE DCWN IC AND INCLUDING TEE IINE (CB
OBSIBVAIICN) CONTAINING TEE 'CUBBENT' COITING SCORE.
FOE EXAMEIE. II THIEI ABE 150 ZEEOS AND 250 ONES AMONG IHE
FIEST 4C0 OBS. OF «I", THEN IHE 40QTH OBS. CF •NZEEC WILL
BE 150. IF THE 401SI OBS. CI •
Y
1 IS A ZEBO THEN TEE 401SI
OBS CI 'NZEEO* WILL BE 15 1. IC CONTINOE IHE EXAMP1E,
BECACSI IEE INPUT IAIA IS SCEIED IN ASCENDING CEDE! CI
'YEAH 1 . IEE 400 CASIS PRECEDING THE 401SI CASE (i/ElCH IS
THE CUBBENT COITING SCORE), WCULD ALL BE CLASSIFIED AS
EEOECI BICAUSE THEIB PEEDICTED SCOEE IS LESS THAN IHE
CUIIING SCORE. THE 400TH OBS. OF • NZEBO' TELLS US HOB
MANK CI TEESE EEJEC1ED CASES WEEE FAILUBES AND IEEEEICBE
VN = NZEEC. , NFAII« IS THE IOTAL NUMEER OF CASES IEAI
FAIIED, IEEEEICBE NIAII-VN (SAME AS NIAIL-NZEBO) = IP.
TEE NU£BEE OF CNES IN IHE REJECTED 400 CASES (EN) IS THE
CUEBINI CES. (401), MINUS 1- MINUS THE NUMBER 01 ZEECS, OR
FN = 401-1-150 = 25C. FINALLY, 'NSUCC IS THE ICIAI
NUMEEE CI SUCCESSES, THEREFORE NSUCC-FN IS IHE VALUE CI VP
•LASIYEAT' IS USEE 10 PRECLUEE ANY EBfiOBS THAT WOULD EE
GENEEATEI WHEN TWO CE MORE VALUES OF 'YHAI' ARE IDENTICAL.
II IEE NEXT POTENTIAL CUTTING SCORE IS THE SAME AS THE
PEEVICES CNE, THEN NC CELL IBOEABILI1I ES , EIC Afi E CALCUL-
ATE!, AND ZEBOS ABE ASSIGNED-
NOTE: DUE TO IHE CSE OF TEE KEYWOBD • RETAIN', IHE VAIUES
CF NZEEC ANE LASTYHAT USED IN IHE CAICULAIICNS AND
IN THE IIEST 'IF* STAIEMENT ABE THE VALUES EECtf IHE
PEIVICUS OBSIBVAIICN.
THE EA1A STEP ALSC INITTAIIZES A SET CF INDIVIDUAI CEIL
UTIIITIES (U1 - U4) AND CAICULAIES THE OVERALL UTILITY
ASSCCIATEE WITE EACE CUTTING SCOEE. ALSC IEE SELECTION
BATIC ANI THE SUCCESS RATE RESULTING FROM EACH CUTTING
SCCBE ABE CAICULATII.;
IATA IAIA5:
SET E AT A4 *
PVI = VF/flCASE; IEP = IP/NCASE;
PIN = IN/NCASE; EVN = VN/NCASE;
KEEP YHAT UTII PVE PEP PEN IVN SEATIO SUCCRATE;
RENAME SEAT = CSCCIE;
IABEI
CSCCBE=CtT SCORE ON IEEDICTCE;
* CCNVIBTING THE CELI COUNTS IC PROBABILITIES.;
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IEOC SCE1 01A=£ATA5 CUT=FIIEC01 .BTUTILA ;
EY IISCIKDING OTII;
* SORTING EH UTII BEICEE WBITING CUT THE PREVIOUSLY Kill
VAEIAEIES TO A Fill IN MASS STORAGE.;
LATA IA116:
SET E1IECU1.E1UTII4;
II _N_ II 30;
EBOC EE1K1 IATA=EATA6*
TITLE 1EI 30 LABGEST ClIIITIES IN THE FILECUT.;
TITII2;
IITLI3 HE EASE UTI113Y IS 19112, AND THE;
1IT1E4;
TITLES IASE IINE SUCCISS BATE IS 0.8606;
EBOC EIC1 £ATA=DAIA6;
PICI Dill * CSCOBI = + / VEEF =19112:
3ITII III TCP 30 U1III1IES ETCHED AGAINST CUI1ING SCOSI.;
1ITII2;
TITIE3 NC1I: THI HCE1Z. LINE IS THE BASE LINE UTILITY,;
TITLHl;
lITIIf II. 1HE UTILITY BESUI1ING EBOM THE NAVY^S;
1ITLE6;
TITLE"/ CE1G1NAL SELEC1ION S1BA1EGY. (19112);
IBOC IIC1 IATA=EiTA6:
PICI LTI1 * SEATIC = • + ' / 'BEEF =19112;
1IT1E aEI 1CP 30 UTI111IES EICITED AGAINST SEIECTION EA1IC.
;
1ITII2;
TITLEi NC1E: THE HOE1Z. LINE IS 1HE BASE IINE UTILITY,;
TITLED;
IITLI5 II. THE UTILITY BESUITING FROM THE NAVY ,f S;
1ITIE6;
1IT1E7 CEIGINAL SELEC1ION S1BA1EGY. (19112);
IBOC EICT EA1A=FILECC1.EIUT11A:
EICI CHI * SEA1IC = • + / VREF =19112;
1IT1E ETCHING AIL 01III1IES AGAINST SEIEC1ION RATIO.;
1ITLE2;
TITLE2 NC1E: THE HOEIZ. LINE IS THE BASE LINE UTILITY,;
1IT1EU;
II11I5 II. THE U1I1I1Y RESUHING FEOI1 1HE NflVY^S;
1ITLE6;





Eartial Output from the Second Utility Pra>gran
TEE 30 LAEGEST UTILITIES IN TEE EILEOUI.
THE BASI UTILITY IS 19112, ANC IHE
EASE Llll SUCCESS BATE IS 0.8606.
CES C2CCEE UTIL SEATIO SCCCEATE PVP PFP PEN PVN
1 43.2652 19135 0.998 0.862 0.860 0.138 .001 C.C01
2 42.C297 1912S 0.999 0-861 0.861 0.135 0.001 0.00 1
3 42.8S60 19127 0.998 0.862 0.860 0.138 0.CC1 C.C01
4 4 1-077 U 191 12 1.CC0 0.861 0.861 0.139 o.occ C.000
5 42.6463 18998 0.S88 0.864 0.853 0. 135 0.0C7 C-C05
6 4*1.2215 18S86 0.988 C.863 0.353 0.135 0. 008 0- 005
7 44.6646 18865 0.982 C.863 0.848 0. 134 0-012 C.C05
8 45- C879 18855 0.982 0.863 0-848 0. 134 0. 012 0. C05
9 45.6261 18791 0-980 0.863 0-846 0. 134 0.015 C.C05
10 4€- C40 1 18780 C.979 0.863 0.345 0.134 0.015 0-005
11 46.5683 18748 0.978 0.863 0-844 0.134 0.016 C.005
12 46.6815 16614 0-856 0-677 0.751 0. 105 0. 1 10 C.034
13 47.27SC 16591 0.855 C.877 0.750 0. 105 0. 1 11 C-034
14 47.5206 16514 0.851 0.677 0.747 0.105 0. 114 0.035
15 46.2212 15725 0.807 0.883 0-713 0.095 0. 148 C.C45
16 46.367C 15719 0.805 C.864 0.712 0.094 0- 149 0.046
17 48.7601 15535 0.799 0.863 0.705 0.093 0. 155 C.C46
18 49-3392 6 169 0.295 C.896 0.353 0.041 0.507 C.098
19 49.4706 5961 0.383 0.899 0.345 0.039 0.516 C. 101
20 49.5373 53CC 0-259 C.896 0.322 0.037 0.539 C. 102
21 49-7124 5289 0.358 0.856 0.321 0.037 0.539 C. 102
22 49.98C6 1834 0.217 0-898 0.195 0.022 0.666 0. 117
23 5C.4231 1756 0.213 C.899 0. 192 0-022 0.669 C. 118
24 5C.5788 1298 0.193 0.5C4 0.174 0.018 0.686 C. 121
25 5C.9229 195 0.146 0-510 0.133 0.013 0.727 C. 126
26 5 1.5210 182 0.145 C.912 0.133 0.013 0.728 C. 127
27 41.CJ74 O.COO 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OCC C.COO
28 42.C2S7 C 0-COO 0.0C0 0.000 0.000 0.000 C.000
29 42.2692 O.COO 0.000 0.000 0.000 . c C.COO
30 42.2692 C O.COO 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.occ C.000
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TABLE XXI?
Third Dtilitj Analysis Program
//SII03II3 JOB /2840-C104) , »SEI CLARK, SMC 1560\CLASS=E//MAIN CEG=NPGVMl.2e40P
// E2EC SAS//FIIIIN EI DISP=SHE,DSN=MSS.S2840.RTUIILA
//SYSIN ED *
CPTICKS IS = £0 NOCEN1IB;
* IBIS IEOGRAM EXPICEES THE EIIECIS OF USING DIFFEEENI CELL
ailllUIS FOR THE CALCULATION OF OVERA1I UTILITY,:















































































KEEP CSCCRE PVP PII PFN PVti SRATIO SUCCRAIE UTIIA;
II N IE 30;
IROC EXITS;
TITLE EASE UTILITY IS 19112 ANE BASE SUCCESS EATE IS .8606;
2ITII2;
IIILI2 01= 1 - U2= -.5 , U3= , U4= .5 .;
IROC IICI OTA = FIRST;
EICT CIIIA * SRATK = •+' / VREF =19112;




KEIP CSCCRE PVP PIP PFN PVN SRATIO SUCCRATE UTILE;
II K II 30;
PROC IT ITT;
TITLE EASE UIILITY IS 17428 ANE BASE SUCCESS RATE IS -8606;
IITLI2;
IITLE2 01= 1 , U2= -1 , 03= , U4= 1 .;
IROC IICI IATA=SECONI;
EICT C1IIB * SRATIC = •+ / VREF =17428;
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KEIP CSCCEE PVP BIS PFN FVN SRATIO SOCCRAIE UHIC;
II N IE 30 ;
EROC EllHl;
TITLE EA£E OIILIIY IS 14061 ANE EASE SUCCESS RATE IS .8606;
1ITLE2;
IITLE3 D1= 1 , 02= -2 , 03= , 04= 2 . ;
EROC IIC1 EAIA = THIRE;
PICT CTIIC * SBATIC = «+• / VREF =14061;
EROC SOE1 I£TA=EATA1 CUT=FOUEIH;
EY EISCENDING UTIII;
LATA IC0I3H:
S E "I FCDE'lH*
KEEP CSCCRE PVP PIE PEN EVN SRATIO SUCCEAIE 01 IID
;
IF N IE 30;
EBOC PFITI;
TITLE EASE OTILIIY IE 19112 ANE BASE SOCCESS RATE IS .8606;
1ITLE2;
IITLI3 01 = 1 , 02= -.5 , 03= -.5 , 04= .5 .;
EBOC EIC1 IATA=FCUBTE;
PICT CHID * SBATIC = '» / VREF =19112;




KEEP CSCCEE PVP PEE PFN EVN SEATIO SOCCRAIE OTIIE;
IF ti IE 30;
EBOC Eini;
TITLE EASE OTILIIY IS 17428 ANI EASE SUCCESS RATE IS .8606;
IITLE2;
TITLE3 01= 1 - 02= -1 , 03= -.5 , 04= 1 .;
EROC E1C1 IAIA=IIFTH;
PICT CTIIE * SRATIC = «• / VREF =17428;
EROC SCEI EATA=DATA1 CUI=SIXTH;
EY EISCINDING UTIII;
IATA SI2IE;
ci n SIXi H *
KEEE CSCCRE EVP PIE PIN EVN SEATIO SUCCRAIE UTILE;
II N II 30;
EBOC EIITT;
TITLE EASE UTILITY IE 14061 ANE EASE SOCCESS BATE IS .8606;
IITIE2;
IITLE3 01= 1 , 02= -2 , U3= -.5 , U4= 2 .;
EBOC IIC1 IAIA=SIXTH;
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